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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ WELCOME

Welcome to our seventh annual Lunenburg Doc Fest. Needless to say this has been a trying year 
for all arts groups and festivals.  When the pandemic hit full force, and businesses and festivals 
were announcing closures, the Doc Fest Board reviewed our options and decided that it was  
important to the community and to the future of Lunenburg Doc Fest to maintain an impactful  
presence in 2020.  As such, we decided to have a virtual festival, as we say ‘Together…Apart’.  

Clearly this is a new challenge for Doc Fest; however, in great part thanks to you our sponsors,  
patrons, volunteer board, and operations team we are confident that Lunenburg Doc Fest 2020 
will continue to deliver the festival experience you have come to expect.  As this is a new format for 
Lunenburg Doc Fest, we welcome your feedback and suggestions following the close of the Festival.

This year the Board would like to thank outgoing long-time Board members Inge Hatton and 
Margaret Lightstone.  Both Inge and Marg have been involved with the festival since its inception, 
indeed they are two of the original founders.   Thank you Inge and Marg for your acumen,  
enthusiasm and passion for LDF!

We are also grateful for the support LDF has received from our public, corporate and individual 
sponsors, and government grantors, without whose generous participation the Festival would not be 
possible. Likewise, I would like to thank our exceptional volunteer Board, committee members and 
our team of volunteers … all of whom dedicate their time and talents to the success of our Festival.  

Bringing such vital and diverse programming to our audience is a huge task.  As always, the Board 
would like to thank our Executive Director, Pamela Segger, and the LDF staff for their stellar public 
and behind the scenes organizational work. Pamela and her team, even under the most challenging 
of circumstances, curate a program of thought-provoking and entertaining films of the highest level.
On a personal note, this is my final year as Chair of the Lunenburg Doc Fest. It has been a pleasure 
and an honour to work with an outstanding group of Board members.  Thank you for your support, 
your vison, and tireless efforts -- we can indeed be proud of what we have collectively achieved. 
Bruce MacCormack, a longstanding Doc Fest Board member will be taking on the role of Chair. 
Thank you and continued success.

Whether you are a fist-time Doc Fest attendee/viewer or a diehard documentary fan this is for you.  
Sit back, relax, and enjoy the Festival.

IAN LIGHTSTONE
Chair
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

Welcome! 

Even apart, film can bring us together and allow for an exchange of ideas. Within Lunenburg Doc Fest’s 
very mandate is the purpose to “educate, entertain and inspire, creating a cultural experience and 
place of connection.” Our team committed to delivering on our mission in 2020 by virtually gathering 
filmmakers and community.
The power of film can be transcendent and transport us beyond the big and small screens, to a novel 
place and point of view. We hope this year’s film selections take you to places you have never been, 
and spark fresh thoughts while renewing your curiosity, a feeling of interconnectedness, and the way 
you see the world — not only through your own eyes but through others’.  

Even on the small screen Doc Fest is bigger than ever, showcasing an extended screening schedule 
that fills the whole week, September 24-30. Our viewers have extra time to curate an at-home and  
‘virtual viewing’ experience of incredible documentaries, insightful livestream Filmmaker Q&As,  
and online “socials”. As well, in the virtual space, our 2020 film program traverses geographic  
boundaries — the entire lineup is viewable in Atlantic Canada and much of the film selection is  
viewable across Canada and the United States. 

Apart, we can still be together and encouraged by a recurring theme throughout this year’s program: 
triumph.  The will to persevere has perhaps never resonated more in our lifetime than now.  As  
we adjust to our own socially distanced challenges, we can be inspired by those who, with fewer  
resources, triumphed over the obstacles in their paths. 

Among this year’s films we explore the passion it takes to build and protect democracy and change 
beliefs. We look forward in exploration of artificial intelligence, the corporatization of society, climate 
change, and close to home through the lens of Canada’s own chronicler of dystopian futures. We  
celebrate strides made through sheer effort and resolve to shift attitudes in the fight for LGBTQ2+  
communities’ rights, the will and resilience of women survivors of Auschwitz, and Lunenburg’s own 
experiences with “The Art Of Change”.

We believe art can transform and shape society, and sometimes we must see to believe. Among the 
valiant efforts and perceived limitations, we celebrate the wins and cheer the unstoppable heroes and 
“champions”. In this time of enhanced reflection our diverse selection of short documentaries invites us 
to consider stories of personal discovery, individual and collective identity, and to observe and honour 
ourselves — the qualities that make us unique yet also what unites us. 

We are still together. In that spirit, a time for gratitude: Many thanks to you, our audience, who makes 
presenting Lunenburg Doc Fest a joy and a privilege. Thank you to the many sponsors and partners 
who indeed make the festival possible and a success. 

A warm welcome and thanks to the local and international filmmakers and industry decision-makers 
participating in this year’s 4-day ‘Dock Market’ lineup, our largest conference and industry market to 
date. The connections made at Doc Fest present valuable opportunities for filmmakers to move their 
film projects and careers forward.
Thank you to the behind the scenes team, Ania, Walter, Evan, and Sam, for their extraordinary  
dedication and determination in launching and presenting the festival in a new format! Lastly, I extend 
a special and enthusiastic ‘Thank you’ to outgoing Board members Inge Hatton, Margaret Lightstone, 
and chair of the Board, Ian Lightstone — all devoted co-founders and supporters of Lunenburg Doc 
Fest who have consistently volunteered time, worn many hats, and been at the heart of our festival 
since day one.

In the end all you need is love… As we wrap the festival with soulful “Meeting The Beatles In India” we 
invite you to transcend social distance and celebrate another festival together, apart.

PAMELA SEGGER
Executive Director
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

GREETINGS!

This year of 2020 has already made history in many ways, but the impression it will leave is 
still being molded by each of us and all of us.

On behalf of the Council and citizens of this Town, I want to congratulate the Lunenburg  
Doc Fest team for staging a festival in 2020 as their 7th annual event.

Doc Fest has become an important part of the local fabric and it’s exciting to know fresh films 
are in the offing.

This year’s festival will be very different from the engaged public gatherings of previous years 
but an enticing line-up of documentaries covering an array of topics is still sure to fulfil the 
Doc Fest mission of entertaining, educating, inspiring and enriching the lives of those who 
join in the viewing feast.

Thank you to the staff and volunteers who work behind the scenes to bring this art form into 
sharp focus in Lunenburg year after year including this one. If you haven’t had your eyes 
opened to what is on offer before, now is the time.  Take in a film or two, you’ll be glad you 
did.  

Best wishes for hours of viewing pleasure to film enthusiasts young and old(er), near and far. 
We look forward to seeing everyone at the theatre, live in Lunenburg again sometime soon.

RACHEL BAILEY
Mayor 
Town of Lunenburg
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

As the Member of Parliament for South Shore – St. Margarets, I am delighted that the Lune-
burg Doc Fest has persevered and adapted during this pandemic. The show must go on! 
Although 2020 has been a year like no other, we need events like Doc Fest now more than 
ever. Doc Fest has always aimed to create, connect, and inspire us. Now in its 7th year, I have 
no doubt you will do just that. 

Covid-19 has challenged Canadians to adapt nearly every aspect of their lives. By moving 
online, Doc Fest is putting the safety of our community first while still supporting the many 
filmmakers whose work we will come together to celebrate.    

Thank you to the organizers of Doc Fest, for reminding us that even during these uncertain 
times, there are things to celebrate. Thank you for showcasing the best documentary films 
from across the world to entertain, educate, inspire and connect all types of film lovers. Thank 
you for helping keep us safe and bringing us together once again this fall. 

BERNADETTE JORDAN
Minister of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard (South Shore—St. Margarets)
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

WELCOME TO THE  
7TH ANNUAL LUNENBURG DOC FEST!

The Lunenburg Doc Fest has contributed to the Town of Lunenburg’s  
reputation as a centre for arts and culture, bringing us stories from  
documentarians around the world. We are grateful to have such an  
event in our community.

This year the Doc Fest will be held virtually and is an opportunity to  
celebrate storytelling and connect with the international community.  
I applaud the efforts of the organizers in finding a creative solution to 
continue the festival, despite the challenges presented by Covid-19.

I wish the Lunenburg Doc Fest a successful event, and welcome all the 
filmmakers and attendees.

Have a wonderful time!

SUZANNE LOHNES-CROFT
MLA, Lunenburg
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

FILM SCHEDULE

Thursday, SEPT 24 • Opening Night •

7:00pm BLOODLESS: The Path to Democracy + Q&A *

Friday, SEPT 25

11:30am  BREAD IN THE BONES + Q&A
1:30pm  SEX, SIN & 69 + Q&A
3:30pm  FISH & MEN + Q&A
7:00pm iHUMAN

Saturday, SEPT 26

10:00am  CHAMPIONS + Q&A
12:30pm  SPIDERMABLE: A Real Life Superhero Story + Q&A
3:00pm MADE IN AUSCHWITZ: The Untold Story of Block 10 + Q&A
4:45pm  RE-INVENTING THE WHEEL + Q&A
7:15pm  THE NEW CORPORATION: The Unforunately Necessary Sequel + Q&A *

Sunday, SEPT 27

10:00am  THE ART OF CHANGE + Q&A
12:00pm  SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE + Q&A (Presented Courtesy of Eastlink Community TV) 
1:45pm  THE LAST ICE + Q&A
3:45pm  MARGARET ATWOOD: A Word After a Word After a Word Is Power + Q&A *
7:00pm  NO ORDINARY MAN + Q&A

Monday, SEPT 28

7:00pm  SOFTIE + Q&A

  Tuesday, SEPT 29 

7:00pm  CAN ART STOP A BULLET? + Q&A  

Wednesday, SEPT 30 

7:00pm  MEETING THE BEATLES IN INDIA + Q&A  

* One-Time Screenings 

THIS YEAR’S SHORTS PROGRAMS WILL BE VIEWABLE FOR THE DURATION OF THE FESTIVAL
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

FESTIVAL TEAM

PAMELA SEGGER 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

IAN LIGHTSTONE 

CHAIR

MARGARET LIGHTSTONE

BOARD MEMBER

BRUCE MACCORMACK 

MARKETING/ 

BOARD MEMBER

MARY LOU PYE 

BOARD MEMBER

DAVID FINE 

BOARD MEMBER

ALLAN E. RUBENSTEIN, 

MD 

BOARD MEMBER

ANIA BYCZKOWSKA 

SCOTT ALAN 

TREASURER

INGE HATTON

BOARD MEMBER

DEBORA WALSH

BOARD MEMBER

KIMBLE MEAGHER

BOARD MEMBER

WALTER FORSYTH

DEVELOPMENT  

COORDINATOR

KEN THOMAS

LEGAL ADVISOR

EVAN BOWER

MEDIA COORDINATOR
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

2020 FESTIVAL PARTNERS

Our Festival Partners demonstrate support through in-kind contributions. 

We appreciate the individuals and organization that share an interest in films, community, and 
in helping to make Lunenburg Doc Fest the best it can be.

Atlantic Filmmakers Cooperative

Centre for Art Tapes

Connections Productions

DOC Atlantic

Eastlink Community TV
HB Studios

Hot Docs

Lincoln Street Food

Lunenburg Arms Hotel and Spa

Narrative Research

Garth & Dorothy Turner
William F. White

Special thanks to our festival host, HB Studios.  

GRANTORS

Lunenburg Doc Fest celebrates the art of documentary, creating an enriching cultural experience and 
place of connection between filmmakers and film enthusiasts in the UNESCO World Heritage site of 

Lunenburg, Nova Scotia. The festival is presented with the generous support of the following:  
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

THANK YOU

A BIG THANK YOU  
TO THE FOLLOWING FRIENDS OF THE FESTIVAL  

FOR THEIR VALUED CONTRIBUTION TO LUNENBURG DOC FEST!

John Anderson

Angela Antle

Debra Beers

Alexandre Bergeron

Jean-Claude Bergeron

Ric Esther Bienstock

Judith Carey

Anneli Ekborn

Ina Fichman

Dylan Haines 

Nancy Howard

Sonya Jampolski

Maureen Judge

Yuki Kang

Susan Kashanski

The Lunenburg Arms

Amy MacNeil

Harry Mavromichalis

Matthew McCarthy

Jan Miller

Ariella Pahlke

John David Price

Donelda Richard

Gerry Rolfsen
James Seaboyer

Mary Steckle & Gary Foshay
Simon Taufique

Tara Thorne

Garth & Dorothy Turner
John Walker

Lloyd Williams

Megan Wennberg
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

FESTIVAL BOX OFFICE

ALL ACCESS PASS • SUGGESTED PRICE $25
All-inclusive access to 7 days of virtual screenings and livestream events

SINGLE TICKETS • SUGGESTED PRICE   $5
Available for all virtual screenings and livestream events  

Welcome to EVENTIVE, our ‘virtual viewing’ platform for the 7th Lunenburg Doc Fest. 
You can “unlock” any virtual screening listed under Virtual Festival that is viewable in your region  
September 24-30.
Click on a film in the Film Guide to see the viewing region. Regions include:  
Atlantic Canada (NS, NB, PEI, NL), Across Canada, and Canada & USA.
All screening and livestream events you unlock will be automatically linked to your Eventive account.  

(If you do not have an Eventive account, you will be asked to create one when you acquire a pass.)
After you unlock a program, please note the remaining time to complete viewing the screening.  

Films are available for a limited time and with limited capacity. 

EVENTIVE

PURCHASING YOUR PASS:

• Head to our virtual film festival website 
page: https://lunenburgdocfest.eventive.org/
welcome

• Hit “Buy a Pass”

• Select your preferred pass. You will need to 

create an Eventive account if you have not al-

ready done so. You will receive an email con-

firmation once you have placed your order.

MANAGING YOUR PASS:

•  Login to your Eventive account here:  
https://lunenburgdocfest.eventive.org/login

•  View your pass(es) by clicking the “My passes” icon 
in the upper right corner

•  If you see “Details Needed” in red next to your 

pass, click “Edit Details” to fill in your information

•  Once your pass information has been entered, you 

can begin selecting films: Click the “Film Guide” 
icon in the upper right corner to browse films.

•  To select a film click a film poster image,  
“Select A Showing” and the pop up box, and click 

“Pre-order now.”
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2020 LUNENBURG DOC FEST

BLOODLESS 

2020 / USA / 89 mins
Canadian Premiere

Director: Bared Maronian       

SEPT. 24  7:00 PM  *ONE TIME SCREENING*

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Armenia is a small landlocked country with Turkey on one side and 
Russia on the other.  On March 31, 2018, Nikol Pashinyan, a charismatic 
former journalist and ex political prisoner began a walk across central 
Armenia to protest the corrupt oligarchy that had ruled Armenia since 
its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. For two decades,  
Pashinyan had been outspoken against the corrupt ruling Republican 
Party, targeting its president Serzh Sargsyan, who proposed changing 
the constitution to extend his political power.

Garry & Mary Lou Pye 
Proud Supporters of Lunenburg Doc Fest

As the opposition leader of the Civil Contract party, and with the support of the majority of the country’s 
youth, women and social media, Pashinyan began his non violent protest movement with a few thousand 
people.  In a period of 6 weeks, this remarkable movement became a revolution, gaining momentum and 
galvanizing a whole nation resulting in the restoration of democratic principles through a velvet revolution.  
Using the principles of peaceful civil disobedience, this revolution was a masterclass bringing forth a  
populist message, putting human rights first and ridding the country of corruption and intolerance. This 
“people’s revolution” was domestically driven, with the non-involvement of Russia and the European Union, 
drawing praise from international leaders and media.  What is even more remarkable, at the end, not one 
person died, nor was one single bullet fired.
American Armenian filmmaker Bared Maronian was in Armenia at the beginning of the revolution.   
Grabbing his camera and filming events as they unfolded,  Maronian was able to follow this historic story, 
with unprecedented access and capturing never before seen footage.  The result is a compelling, powerful 
political thriller with the ultimate message that it’s not the government, political leaders, oligarchs or foreign 
powers who determine the future of a country, but its citizens.

Q&A with director Bared Maronian
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BREAD IN THE BONES 

2020 / Canada / 72 mins 
Director: Darrell Varga       
 

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
With bread we explore stories of sex and death, immigration and refugees, 
social justice and the counter-culture, and of art, work and pleasure. Love 
it or hate it, everyone has a relationship with bread. This simple staple food 
is brought to life by the wild energy of yeast, perhaps our first companion 
animal, and is a metaphor of transformation that mirrors life itself. And it is 
the only metaphor you can eat.

Q&A with director Darrell Varga

CAN ART STOP A BULLET? 

2020 / Australia / 90 mins
Canadian Premiere

Director: Mark Street 

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
William Kelly, widely considered the social conscience of Australian art, 
once said: “Art can’t stop a bullet, but it can stop a bullet from being fired.”
Can it?

Filmed on five continents, with contributions from over 20 artists, thinkers 
and activists, this documentary explores the power of art to influence the 
violence in the world.

The film documents the creation of Kelly’s monumental artwork “Peace or 
War/The Big Picture”. It is a tapestry of history and art, drawn from major 
artworks and photos from the defining conflicts of their times. This im-
mense visual collage allows the audience to navigate through time and 
place, meeting survivors of these horrific moments in history and the artists 
who have created work commenting on these periods, some of which have 
become iconic.

Through Kelly’s drawings, the audience is transported to the concentra-
tion camps of the Third Reich, the bombing of Hiroshima, “the troubles” 
in Ireland, the race riots in the US and Pol Pot’s Year Zero. Interwoven with 
archival footage of these cataclysmic events, the audience is invited to visit 
anti-war and anti-gun demonstrations today, events that call for similar in-
justices to be stopped. The film is a parallel work to Kelly’s enduring master-
piece, unfolding to create the ‘Big Picture’ in documentary form.

Q&A with director Mark Street, producer Fiona Cochrane, & featured artist 
William Kelly
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CHAMPIONS 

2020 / Canada / 94 mins
Director:  Helgi Piccinin       
 

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Champions is a documentary in which filmmaker Helgi Piccinin follows 
the quests of his autistic brother Stéphane and his atypical friend Audrey. 
Born with an intellectual difference, Stéphane and Audrey want to prove to 
the world that they too can win medals. For three intense years marked by 
training and competitions, we follow them until the end of their ambitious 
dream, that of competing at the Special Olympics World Games in Dubai. 
Intertwining both sports odyssey and human portrait, this feel-good docu-
mentary offers an immersion into a fascinating world where athletes with an 
intellectual difference are at the forefront.

Q&A with director Helgi Piccinin, producer Phillipe Miquel, & special guest 
Stéphane Piccinin 

FISH & MEN 

2019 / USA / 85 mins
Canadian Premiere

Director: Darby Duffin
      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA
Today, 91% of the seafood in America is imported as the U.S. is flooded 
with six billion tons of foreign seafood. Consumers eat blissfully unaware 
of where their seafood comes from much less the dire consequences that 
consumer demand for specific fish has placed on our oceans.
FISH & MEN exposes the high cost of cheap fish in the modern seafood 
economy and the forces threatening local fishing communities and public 
health by revealing how our choices as consumers drives the global sea-
food trade.

But, a new movement is underway – an opportunity to return sustainability 
to both fish and fishermen. Thriving on local communities, pioneering fish-
ermen and celebrated chefs are leading a revolutionary new supply-based 
model – a ‘Catch of the Day’ revival based on local, seasonal, sustainable 
fish – where consumers are induced to discover new varieties of storied 
seafood and reconnect them once again to those who risk their lives to 
harvest from the sea.

Q&A with director Darby Duffin & producer Adam Jones
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iHuman 

2019 / Norway / 99 mins
Director: Tonje Hessen Schei       
 

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
iHuman is a political thriller about artificial intelligence, power and social 
control. With unique deep access to the inside of the booming AI industry 
this film shows how the most powerful and far-reaching technology of our 
time is changing our lives, our society and our future.

iHuman follows pioneers at the frontline of the invisible AI revolution to see 
how this technology is developed and implemented. Through some of the 
brightest minds in the AI industry iHuman draws the roadmap to where we 
are going. Who punches in what codes for our future? How does AI impact 
who we are?

MADE IN AUSCHWITZ: THE UNTOLD STORY OF BLOCK 10 

2019 / Germany / 73 mins
Canadian Premiere

Director: Sonya Winterberg

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
This chilling documentary uses intimate survivor testimonies, archival foot-
age and legal records to tell the story of the over 400 young women who 
underwent medical experimentation in Auschwitz under Carl Clauberg, 
an enterprising, sadistic gynecologist. Clauberg, who had already made 
a name for himself as a research scientist who volunteered his services to 
Heinrich Himmler of the SS to both help eradicate future generations of 
Jews and to avail himself of a pool of captive research subjects. These ex-
periments, which sterilised many of the women, was also what spared them 
from the gas chambers. 

Many of the women, who were deported to Auschwitz from across Nazi-oc-
cupied Europe, were so young that they did not understand their repro-
ductive systems before suffering their destruction. This admirably crafted 
film traces the history of the survivors and the subsequent attempts to bring 
Clauberg to justice, which includes examining his -and these women’s – en-
during contribution to research on birth control and fertility and the role of 
German companies Siemens and Schering in profiting off the findings.

Q&A with co-director Sonya Winterberg moderated by Ric Esther Bienstock
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MARGARET ATWOOD:  
A WORD AFTER A WORD AFTER A WORD IS POWER 

2019 / Canada / 92 mins 
Director: Nancy Lang & Peter Raymont      
  

SEPT. 27  3:45 PM  *ONE TIME SCREENING*

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA
Poet and novelist, Margaret Atwood is a household name. Yet few know 
the private Margaret Atwood. Who is the woman and writer behind these 
stories?

Our film crew keeps pace with Atwood and her partner Graeme Gibson as 
she jets to speaking engagements around the world, visits the set of The 
Handmaid’s Tale and takes a family holiday. The film explores Atwood’s 
“backstory”, her early days in the Canadian wilderness and as a poet. At-
wood’s novels are explored, including her latest, The Testaments, the highly 
anticipated sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.  Personal stories are shared by 
friends, family and, of course, directly by Atwood herself.

Q&A with co-directors Nancy Lang & Peter Raymont moderated by  
Angela Antle

MEETING THE BEATLES IN INDIA 

2020 / Canada / 82 mins  
Director: Paul Saltzman

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA
In 1968, with the eyes of the world upon them, The Beatles traveled to 
Rishikesh, India, to study transcendental meditation with Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi. In one of the most anticipated Beatles documentaries, filmmaker Paul 
Saltzman retraces his journey of 50 years ago when he spent a life-chang-
ing time with John, Paul, George and Ringo. 50 years later, he reveals pre-
viously unknown details of this pivotal moment in the Beatles’ career and 
some keen insights behind the songs found on the masterful White Album. 

Starting with “Bungalow Bill” in Hawaii; the film connects with David Lynch 
about his own inner journey; as well as preeminent Beatles historian Mark 
Lewisohn; Academy Award® nominated film composer Laurence Rosenthal, 
and George Harrison’s ex-wife Pattie Boyd and her sister Jenny Boyd, both 
of whom were at the ashram.  The director’s daughter, Devyani Saltzman, 
put this film in motion by reminding him that he had put away and forgot-
ten these remarkably intimate photographs of that time in 1968.

Q&A with director Paul Saltzman
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NO ORDINARY MAN 

2020 / Canada / 80 mins
Director: Aisling Chin-Yee, Chase Joynt      
  

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
For decades, the life of American Jazz musician Billy Tipton was framed as 
the story of an ambitious woman passing as a man in pursuit of a music 
career. In No Ordinary Man, Tipton’s story is re-imagined and performed by 
trans artists as they collectively paint a portrait of an unlikely hero. Together, 
the filmmakers join Tipton’s son Billy Jr. to reckon with a complicated and 
contested legacy: how do you tell the story of someone who was hiding in 
plain sight yet desperate to be seen?

RE-INVENTING THE WHEEL 

2020 / Canada / 60 mins
Director: Chelsea McEvoy

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Shedding a light on a vibrant community, “Re-Inventing The Wheel” doc-
uments the lives of active wheelchair users living in the Okanagan Valley. 
From sailing to golfing, camping to biking, there isn’t anything this group 
can’t do. This is not your average peer support group and this is not your 
average ‘inspirational’ story you’d see in the news. Follow along as this tribe 
of wheelies band together and aid newly injured Dan McLean and his wife 
Colleen into Dan’s first year of life on wheels. Will Dan be able to accept his 
new life in a chair and more importantly, will he roll into a community ready 
to embrace him?

Q&A with director Chelsea McEvoy & producer Ryan Tebbutt
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SEX, SIN & 69 

2019 / Canada / 80 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere

Director: Sarah Fodey       
 

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Sex, Sin & 69 is an historical, retrospective film about the 1969 legislation to 
‘decriminalize’ homosexuality. Told through contemporary voices including 
queer academics, historians, activists, educators, artists, and community 
builders, the film attempts to challenge our understanding of queer history 
by shining a light on widely adopted misconceptions surrounding decrimi-
nalization. The perspectives highlighted throughout the film lend it the con-
temporary relevance required to resonate with a modern audience largely 
removed from ‘decrim’ and historical queer Canada. In fact, this distance 
from the factual record of queer Canada provides a critical story driver in 
the film: calling into question dominant discourses about the significance of 
decriminalization.

Q&A with Doug Elliott, LGBT rights lawyer & chairperson of Egale Canada’s 
Just Society Committee

SOFTIE 

2020 / Kenya / 96 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere

Director: Sam Soko

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Boniface “Softie” Mwangi has long fought injustices in his country as a polit-
ical activist. Now he’s taking the next step by running for office in a regional 
Kenyan election. From the moment Boniface decides to run, telling his 
wife, Njeri, in passing with a hesitant laugh, he responds to each challenge 
with optimism. But running a clean campaign against corrupt opponents 
becomes increasingly harder to combat with idealism alone. And Boniface 
soon finds that challenging strong political dynasties is putting his family at 
risk. Should country really come before family, as he’s always believed?

Q&A with director Sam Soko
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SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE 

2019 / Canada / 58 mins 
PRESENTED COURTESY OF EASTLINK COMMUNITY TV
Director: Amanda Gallagher       
 

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
What does it take to spot a winning horse? Brent MacGrath may have a hard 
time putting it into words, but somewhere deep down, he just knows. This 
documentary tells the story of one remarkable horse, explores the mix of 
instinct and experience that goes into horse training, and reveals the excite-
ment and strategy of harness racing in a way never before seen on TV.
Somebeachsomewhere (aka Beach) was a legendary harness racehorse 
often referred to as the Wayne Gretzky of harness racing and was without 
a doubt one of the greatest stallions of all time. Beach, who was born in 
United States but made his way to THIS beach in Nova Scotia, won 20 of 
21 races throughout his career with over $3 million in earnings. While the 
harness racing world was devastated by his untimely passing in 2018, his 
legacy lives on; 11 of the past 14 world champions were Beach babies.

Q&A with special guests Brent MacGrath, Mary Lou Pye & Garry Pye

SPIDERMABLE — A REAL LIFE SUPERHERO STORY 

2020 /  Canada / 106 mins
Director: Kelly Wolfert

      

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Tragedy strikes, a superpower is revealed, and the hero must come to terms 
with their new abilities; a story arc of great comic book heroes. It’s also 
the real-life journey of a selfless 6-year-old cancer patient’s desire to help 
others.

SpiderMable — A Real Life Superhero Story is a feature-length documenta-
ry following the life of young Mable Tooke, who started her cancer battle 
so very early at the age of 4. In most cases that trauma and toxic treatment 
would serve to damage a child and make them weak, reclusive, resentful, or 
even worse, cause them to parish.

But for Mable, her battle brought about a need to create an alter-ego deter-
mined to fight her biggest villain … Leukemia.

Q&A with director Kelly Wolfert, film star Mable Tookes & her parents

SOMEWHERESOMEBEACH

H O R S E  O F  A  L I F E T I M E

     E X E C U T I V E  P R O D U C E R                              P R O D U C E R                            

 D I R E C T E D  B Y                                        D I R E C T O R  O F  P H O T O G R A P H Y   .  

         E D I T E D  B Y                            A S S O C I A T E  P R O D U C E R  

   S U P E R V I S I N G  P R O D U C E R                           W R I T T E N  B Y  

                                     N A R R A T I O N  B Y  

                       D A L E  S T E V E N S                 M E L I S S A  M U N R O E
                 A M A N D A  G A L L A G H E R                                       I A N  B A R K E R

         B R A D  S A Y E A U                               B E N  W H Y N O T
                         B R E T T  S M I T H                   C R A I G  F E R G U S O N

                 J A K E  H A R R I S

A CLERISY ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION 
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THE ART OF CHANGE 

2020 / Canada / 60 mins
Saturday, Sept 27 at 10:00am      

The Art of Change explores the only constant in life - change. Through 
interviews we hear from Nova Scotians who have initiated change, learned 
to accept changes forced upon them and even those who have refused to 
change. This documentary offers viewers a chance to reflect on how they 
might have reacted to those changes.

A Q&A with workshop participants will take place immediately after the screening.

PARTICIPANTS

Gwendolyn Geddes, John LaBella, Nancy Eisener, Mary Wilson, MJ (Mike) Martino, 
Patricia Nicoll, Douglas Blackmore, Betty Dobson, Barbara Carthew and Bridget 
Elliott MENTORS: Dawn Harwood-Jones, Yvonne Mosley

Town of Lunenburg

Proud Sponsor of Lunenburg Doc Fest

FILMMAKING MENTORS

Dawn Harwood-Jones

Dawn Harwood-Jones is highly experienced in video production. After working 20 years as a CBC television producer 
she co-founded Pink Dog Productions. Pink Dog has produced hundreds of videos, for provincial and federal govern-
ments, business’, charities, and arts organizations. Recently Dawn has started teaching video production to people of 
all ages using smart phones.

Yvonne Mosley 

Yvonne is a veteran of multi-media and special event production with over 40-years experience in film, television, stage 
and print. Using a variety of mediums from music to video much of Yvonne’s work of the past 20 years has focused on 
telling the often untold human stories specific to Maritime Canada, Canada’s Veterans, First Nations and French Cana-
da. Her recurring objective is to develop and facilitate projects that promote cultural understanding and interaction.

SENIORS WORKSHOP

The 4th Seniors Workshop was an exciting opportunity for adults 55+ to meet safely online, get comfortable 
behind the camera, and shine a light on the important issues affecting our community! Participants learned 
filmmaking techniques from professional mentors through online discussions, research, and interviews with 
stakeholders and experts.

Thank you to the Government of Canada’s New Horizons for Seniors program and the Lunenburg Foundation for the Arts. 
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THE LAST ICE 

2020 / USA / 83 mins
Director: Scott Ressler    

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
As the sea ice between Canada and Greenland melts, the outside world 
sees unprecedented opportunity. Oil and gas deposits, faster shipping 
routes, tourism and fishing all provide financial incentive to exploit the new-
ly opened waters. But for more than 100,000 Inuit who live in the Arctic, on 
and around the frozen ocean, an entire way of life is at stake. 

Development here threatens to upset the balance between their commu-
nities, land and wildlife, leaving the future of this region and their culture 
increasingly uncertain. Directed by Scott Ressler and executive produced 
by Dr. Enric Sala, National Geographic Explorer-in-Residence and founder 
of National Geographic Pristine Seas, THE LAST ICE tells the story of the 
Inuit communities fighting to protect the rapidly disappearing Arctic that 
has been their home for centuries.

Q&A with director Scott Ressler moderated by John Walker

THE NEW CORPORATION:  
THE UNFORTUNATELY NECESSARY SEQUEL 

2020 / Canada / 107 mins
Director: Phyllis Ellis     

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA
The operative word in Joel Bakan and Jennifer Abbott’s The New Corpo-
ration: The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel is, of course, “necessary.” This 
sequel updates the themes explored in the award-winning The Corporation 
(TIFF ’03). The original film reacted to legal decisions that defined corpora-
tions as persons, and gave them the same legal rights as people. The new 
film examines how, since the 2008 economic collapse, corporations claim 
to have changed, passing themselves off as socially responsible.

A fine balance of righteous indignation and rapier insight, the film boasts 
numerous indelible moments. On the comical — and appalling — side, one 
of the co-founders of Bill Gates’ favourite private education firm, Bridge In-
ternational, struggles to explain why it’s socially beneficial for them to profit 
off responsibilities traditionally borne by the government. Meanwhile, the 
World Economic Conference at Davos, that grotesque, neoliberal celebra-
tion of greed, is presented as a smug horror, a slightly better-dressed, less 
libidinous version of Passolini’s Salo.

Encyclopaedic and precise, with sharp visual flourishes, The New Corpora-
tion boasts a who’s who of thinkers and activists, including Anand Giridha-
radas, Robert Reich, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and first-term US congress-
woman Katie Porter. A cheerful buzzsaw of common sense, Porter expertly 
decimates JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon during a congressional 
hearing. It’s an excellent reminder of the virtues of representative democra-
cy — when you elect representatives who protect people and communities 
instead of corporations and capital.

Q&A with director Joel Bakan
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FILMMAKERS

Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to virtually host the following artists  
whose works are screening during the festival.

Filmmakers will participate in post-screening Livestream Q&As.

BLOODLESS: THE PATH TO DEMOCRACY

BARED MARONIAN
DIRECTOR
Bared Maronian is a Lebanese-born American-Armenian filmmaker, with a bachelor’s degree in 
Political Science. Maronian has migrated to the United States due to the Lebanese civil war. He 
is a four time Regional Emmy Award winner and a 2016 Armin T. Wegner Humanitarian Award 
Laureate. His production credits include a wide range of award winning national, regional, and 
local television  rogramming for the American PBS network. He currently resides in Coconut Creek, 
Florida with his wife Lina and daughter Kaliana.

BREAD IN THE BONES

DARRELL VARGA
DIRECTOR
Darrell Varga bakes bread in Halifax Canada where he is also on the faculty of the Nova Scotia 
College of Art and Design (NSCAD), teaching Film History, Visual Culture and Documentary 
filmmaking. He is the author of many publications, including: Shooting From the East: Filmmaking 
on the Canadian Atlantic. Previous films include Hunters and Gatherers, screened at the Toronto 
International Film Festival (1994), Working Days for TVOntario and the essay film Fire, Ice and Sky 
available on snagfilms.com.

CAN ART STOP A BULLET

MARK STREET 
DIRECTOR
Mark Street has worked in the film and TV industry for 25 years as a producer, director, camera 
operator, editor and sound designer, mostly at the ABC on a variety of productions in drama, 
comedy, and documentary. As a part of the Arts department, he has produced segments for both 
on-airand online, featuring artists, curators, galleries and musicians and filming in locations as 
diverse as Alice Springs and Cape Town.

CHAMPIONS

HELGI PICCININ
DIRECTOR 
Since 2005, Quebec independent filmmaker Helgi Piccinin has developed a unique and intimate 
approach to documentary cinema, showing a profound sensitivity to the poetry of the everyday 
and to the themes of identity and difference. He has created several short and medium-length 
films which have been widely distributed and immerse his viewers in unusual or uncharted 
universes. Educated in Quebec and France, he gained rich field experiences, first travelling the 
world and then shooting films in Quebec, Canada, and the United States. Featuring his autistic 

brother, his first full-length documentary, Champions, reflects an even more personal approach.
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FISH & MEN

DARBY DUFFIN
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Darby Duffin brings a unique combination of media experience to directing and producing  
his first feature documentary. Duffin began his career in LA where he studied acting at The Playhouse 
West under Jeff Goldblum auditioning for Francis Ford Coppola and Wolfgang Petersen.  
He later moved into motion picture production and development where he worked with award-winning 
producer Cary Brokaw at Avenue Pictures, Adam Sandler’s producing partner Barry Bernardi, as well 
as Creative Artists Agency (CAA). In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, Darby served for five years in public 

affairs as a spokesperson for FEMA where he gained an in-depth knowledge of the news media and crisis communications. 
Today, Darby’s company On a Mission Media produces original short and long-form digital content. The mini-doc series he 
coproduced for Pfizer gained more than two million views. Duffin currently lives with his family in Houston, Texas where he is 
working on multiple projects, including producing a feature narrative and directing his second feature documentary.

ADAM JONES  
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Adam’s first job out of college was PA on a TV commercial campaign directed by Albert Maysles. He would later become a 
Leadman, Decorator, and Production Designer on commercials and music videos based out of Austin, TX. He began direct-
ing commercials around the turn of the century. Having shot hundreds of TV commercials and branded content projects for 
national and international brands around the world, he’s developed a wheelhouse in comedy dialogue, improv, documen-
tary and visual storytelling with a solid instinct for casting and performance, working with actors, non-actors, kids and sports 
superstars. Along the way Jones’ branded spots and shorts have won awards including a Gold Lion, a Clio, FWA Site of the 
Year, Tellys, Addys, and a New England Emmy, as well as a handful of film festival honors. His comedy web series The Stay-At- 
Home Dad, which he directed and cowrote, was dubbed “Mega-popular” on ComedyCentral.com. Jones was nominee for 
NH Filmmaker of the year in 2007, and he’s a founding board member of the Monadnock International Film Festival in Keene, 
NH. Jones is currently in producing and directing a series of short docs around the globe for Toyota’s work to advance mobil-
ity technology for those disabled by paralysis. Adam Jones lives in Portland, Oregon with his family and two goofy labradoo-
dles. Fish & Men is his first feature.

IHUMAN

TONJE HESSEN SCHEI 
DIRECTOR 
Tonje Hessen Schei (b. 1971) is an award-winning documentary filmmaker who has worked with inde-
pendent documentary production since 1996. Her films mainly focus on human rights, the environment 
and the changing relationship between man and machine. Tonje is the director of Drone, a documen-
tary on the secret CIA drone warfare. Since it’s release in 2014 DRONE has won Best Norwegian Doc-
umentary and Checkpoints, the human rights award, at Bergen International Film Festival and the Film 
Peace Prize at Tromsø International Film

MADE IN AUSCHWITZ: THE UNTOLD STORY OF BLOCK 10

SONYA WINTERBERG
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Sonya has collaborated on numerous German television programs such as the acclaimed ARD doc-
umentary series Kriegskinder (“Children of War”) and the online special of the award-winning series, 
Fourteen Diaries of the Great War (now on Netflix). In 2017 her film Kollwitz – Ein Leben in Leidenschaft 
(“Kollwitz – A Life of Passion”) premiered on ARD/Arte. For Dark Business. Child Trafficking in the Heart 
of Europe, an international coproduction with Radio Canada/Ici RDI, ARD and Arte, 2018, she won nu-
merous awards and was nominated for the German-French Journalist Award as well as the URTI Grand 

Prix for Author’s Documentary. Her newest release, Made in Auschwitz – The Untold Story of Block 10 (Israeli Channel 8 with 
ZDF/Arte, 2019) was shown at US film festivals in San Francisco, St. Louis and Miami. It is distributed in the UK by Signature 
Entertainment.

FILMMAKERS CONTINUED
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MARGARET ATWOOD: A WORD AFTER A WORD AFTER A WORD IS POWER

NANCY LANG
CO-PRODUCER & CO-DIRECTOR
Producer, director, writer, Lang co-produced the documentary feature film West Wind: The Vision of 
Tom Thomson, which was honoured with 5 awards, including the Directors’ Guild of Canada Award 
for Best Documentary. She researched and produced Painted Land: In Search of the Group of Sev-
en, for which she won the Canadian Screen Award for Best Editorial Research and most recently she 
co-directed and co-produced Where The Universe Sings The Spiritual Journey of Lawren Harris. An 

artist herself, Lang designed and wrote the digital media companions for these theatrically-released films.

PETER RAYMONT
CO-PRODUCER & CO-DIRECTOR
Emmy Award-winning filmmaker, journalist and writer, Raymont has produced and directed over 
100 documentaries and two major television drama series. Recipient of many international awards, 
Raymont’s documentary features include Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Romeo Dallaire, 
A Promise to the Dead: Exile Journey of Ariel Dorfman, West Wind: The Vision of Tom Thomson and 
Where The Universe Sings: The Spiritual Journey of Lawren Harris. He is also producer/director of the 
Oscar short-listed Genius Within: The Inner Life of Glenn Gould (PBS American Masters).

MEETING THE BEATLES IN INDIA

PAUL SALTZMAN
DIRECTOR
Paul Saltzman is a two-time Emmy Award-winning, Toronto-based film and television director- pro-
ducer known for over 300 productions. He’s also known worldwide as an educator and mentor. 
After briefly studying Engineering Science, he did congressional civil rights lobbying in Washing-
ton, D.C., and voter registration work in Mississippi with SNCC in the summer of 1965. He began his 
film and television career that same year at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation as a researcher, 

interviewer and on-air host, and then moved to the National Film Board of Canada. In 1967 he interviewed American 
inventor and visionary Buckminster Fuller, who would later say that he believed “the ‘60s generation was a lost genera-
tion,” until he met Saltzman.

NO ORDINARY MAN

AISLING CHIN-TEE
CO-DIRECTOR
Aisling Chin-Yee is an award-winning producer, writer, and director based in Montreal, Canada and 
Los Angeles, California.  Aisling was named one of Canada’s Rising Film Stars by Now Magazine 2019. 
Her latest film, that she co-directed with Chase Joynt, the documentary feature film, No Ordinary Man, 
about Billy Tipton, a piano playing jazzman from the Midwest who after his death in 1989, it was outed 
to the media that he was a transmasculine person. Her feature film directorial debut, The Rest of Us, 

starring Heather Graham (Boogie Nights, The Hangover), Sophie Nélisse (The Book Thief), and Jodi Balfour (The Crown) 
premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival 2019.  As a producer for over a decade, Aisling has been lauded for 
her fresh and unapologetic vision in both feature films and documentaries.

CHASE JOYNT
CO-DIRECTOR
Chase Joynt is a moving-image artist and writer whose films have won jury and audience awards 
internationally.  His latest short film, Framing Agnes, premiered at the 2019 Tribeca Film Festival, 
won the Audience Award at Outfest in Los Angeles, the Juror Award at the Ann Arbor Film Festival, 
and is being developed into a feature film with support from Telefilm Canada’s Talent to Watch 
program. 

FILMMAKERS CONTINUED
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RE-INVENTING THE WHEEL

CHESEA MCEVOY
DIRECTOR 
Chelsea Jade McEvoy is an award winning film director and producer, residing in the Okanagan 
Valley. Graduating Confederation College’s Film Program in 2011, Chelsea got her start in the in-
dustry as a Training Assistant Director on big budget features. Focusing on community engagement 
and stories that matter, Chelsea has directed several documentaries and short films that focus on 
the human condition. When she’s not in the director’s chair you can find her behind the lens, an ed-

iting station or a pen. Her films will make you laugh, cry and more importantly think. What’s next for Chelsea? She plans 
to stay focused on her directing career, easing into narrative features and documentary work. 

SEX, SIN & 69

SARAH FODEY
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Sarah Fodey is a producer and writer, known for The Fruit Machine (2018), Noel En Boite (2018) and 
Of Great Service (2018).  An accomplished Producer, Writer, and Director, Sarah Fodey’s twenty-
two-year career in motion storytelling has spanned feature films, scripted series, factual entertain-
ment, and documentary production. Sarah has created content for networks including CBC, Global, 
APTN, Comedy, Bravo!, TVO, Unis, and TFO. 

SOFTIE

SAM SOKO
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Sam Soko is a film director and producer based in Nairobi who seeks out stories that enable him to 
engage in socio-political spaces. His work on civic literacy projects in music, non-fiction and fiction 
has allowed him to connect with artists around the world. He is co-founder of LBx Africa, a Kenyan 
production company that service produced the 2018 Oscar nominated short fiction film “Watu 
Wote”. Soko’s first feature documentary film, Softie, premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in 2020 

where it received a special jury award for best editing.

SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE

PRESENTED BY EASTLINK COMMUNITY TV

SPIDERMABLE: A REAL LIFE SUPERHERO STORY

KELLY WOLFERT 
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
Kelly Wolfert is an award-winning producer, writer, cinematographer, and director. With 30 years of 
industry experience on international documentary and promotional projects, Kelly has told stories 
from Japan, China, Russia, Chile, Peru, Germany, Sweden, Italy, and Australia … just to name a few. 
That travel has lead Kelly to meet so many different kinds of people and what he has learned most 
about storytelling is … to just listen. It’s listening and observing what’s around us … what makes 

us tick … that is where we find creative, relevant, and engaging ideas. People will be honest and vulnerable if they are 
being heard and that is when human truths reveal great stories.

FILMMAKERS CONTINUED
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HENRY DEMONE

DAVID & ROSEANN FINE CAROLE POSTAL

GERALD HALLOWELL IRONWORKS DISTILLERY

CHRISTIAN SCHEIDEMANN DEBORA WALSH

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

PUBLIC FUNDERS

CHIPPIE KENNEDY & JOHN MCLENNAN GARRY & MARY-LOU PYE

ELIZABETH RHINELANDER

ROLAND SITZLER

LAUGHING WHALE COFFEE ROASTERS PIERRE LESPERANCE & SUZIE DEWITT

DIAMOND
ANONYMOUS

JOHN & JENICE BENTON

RICHARD & DEBORAH BROWN

MARGARET & IAN LIGHTSTONE

CHRISTINA MCARTHUR

COLIN CARROLL & COLLEEN GALLOWAY INGE HATTON

LOU & KAREN PUTNEY ALLAN E. RUBENSTEIN, MD ELIZABETH WISHART & BRUCE MACCORMACK

ED VAUGHAN

LUNENBURG FOUNDATION 

FOR THE ARTS
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THE ART OF CHANGE

CREATED BY THE LUNENBURG DOC FEST 2020 SENIORS WORKSHOP
Participants: Gwendolyn Geddes, John LaBella, Nancy Eisener, Mary Wilson, MJ (Mike) Martino, 
Patricia Nicoll, Douglas Blackmore, Betty Dobson, Barbara Carthew and Bridget Elliott 

Mentors: Dawn Harwood-Jones and Yvonne Mosley 

THE LAST ICE 

SCOTT RESSLER
DIRECTOR
Scott Ressler is a producer, director, cameraman, and editor for the National Geographic Society, 
where he’s created multiple documentaries to support ocean conservation efforts worldwide. In 
Scott Ressler’s first feature-length documentary THE LAST ICE, we are introduced to two young Inuit 
who are fighting for their survival in the face of climate change. Ressler is no stranger to environ-
mental stories and causes, having worked as a producer, director, cameraman and editor for the 

National Geographic Society. He has created multiple documentaries on ocean conservation as the documentary pro-
ducer for Pristine Seas, a project that was launched in 2008 to explore and help save the last wild places in the ocean.

THE NEW CORPORATION: THE UNFORTUNATELY NECESSARY SEQUEL

JOEL BAKAN
DIRECTOR, WRITER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Joel Bakan is professor of law at the University of British Columbia, and an internationally re-
nowned legal scholar and commentator. A former Rhodes Scholar and law clerk to Chief Justice 
Brian Dickson of the Supreme Court of Canada, Bakan has law degrees from Oxford, Dalhousie, 
and Harvard. His critically acclaimed book, The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and 
Power (2004), electrified readers around the world (it was published in over 20 languages), and be-

came a bestseller in several countries. Bakan wrote and co-created (with Mark Achbar) a feature documentary film, The 
Corporation, based on the book’s ideas and directed by Achbar and Jennifer Abbott. The film won numerous awards, 
including best foreign documentary at the Sundance Film Festival, and was a critical and box office success.

JENNIFER ABBOTT
DIRECTOR
Jennifer Abbott is a multi-award-winning filmmaker and media activist who for the last 25 years has 
been making films about some of the most urgent social, political and environmental issues of the 
day. Born in Montreal, she pursued an education dedicated to radical political thought, women’s 
studies and deep ecology, which are at the centre of her beliefs today. She is best known as one of 
the Directors & the Editor of 2003’s breakthrough documentary, The Corporation. This year will also 

see the release of her feature documentary, The Magnitude of All Things, about ecological grief in the era of climate 
change. Jennifer is a mother of three and lives in Vancouver.

FILMMAKERS CONTINUED
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IN SEARCH OF OURSELVES: CBC SHORT DOCS

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA
Total runtime: 55 mins

CBC presents a series of powerful and moving short documentaries which explore the journey to identity 
and personal expression.

MERB’YS (20 MINS)
Director: Jamie Miller

A group of Newfoundland men don 
sparkly mermaid tails and pose for a 

charity calendar. These ‘Merb’ys’ create a series of playful 
portraits that redefine ideas of beauty and masculinity. 
Directed by Jamie Miller. 

RAW (3 MINS)
Producears: Kanaar Bell, Nic Takushi
Animator: Clara Chen

A spoken word piece about being 
true to yourself. Written, performed and produced by Ka-
naar Bell. Video produced by Nic Takushi for CBC. Anima-
tion by Clara Chen for CBC.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE 
PINES (8 MINS)
Director: Anne Koizumi

An animated documentary about a 
difficult father-daughter relationship. Drawing on child-
hood memories, director Anne Koizumi explores her up-
bringing with her Japanese immigrant dad, who was also 
the janitor at the elementary school she attended.

BLACK OUT: TEO (4 MINS)
Director: Israel Ekanem

One man’s experience of being Black 
and queer in Halifax. Video produced 
by Israel Ekanem for CBC. Videog-
raphy by Israel Ekanem and David 
Laughlin (CBC).

RU-TSU (14 MINS)
Director: Darcy Hennessy Turenne

In a raw and intimate conversation 
with grandfather David Suzuki, snow-

boarder and activist Tamo Campos explores his family’s 
Japanese heritage, shared traumas and their deep love of 
nature.

MEET CEDDY  
THE BARBER (3 MINS)
Producers: Dave Culligan, Gavin 
Hatheway

Cedric DeChamp is a self-taught barber and artist with 
the motto “good, better, best.”

ARTIST SÉAMUS  
GALLAGHER CREATES 
3D DRAG PERSONAS  
(3 MINS)

Producers: Dave Culligan, Gavin Hatheway
Artist Séamus Gallagher takes selfies to a new level. 
Video produced by Dave Culligan and Gavin Hathe-
way for CBC. 

THIS INK RUNS DEEP  
(16 MINS)
Director: Asia Youngman

Indigenous artists throughout 
Canada strive to reclaim their cultures and identities 
through a reawakening of tattoo practises, both tradi-
tional and contemporary.
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JOURNEYS WITHOUT AND WITHIN: SHORTS PROGRAM

WHAT ARE YOU? (20 MINS)
DIRECTOR: RICHARD B. PIERRE

In this revealing short documentary, 
eleven people with a range of back-

grounds discuss what it’s like being of mixed racial heritage 
within the context of North America. Each of the partici-
pants presents their unique outlook on growing up mixed 
and the challenges they’ve faced in their lives.

EUROPEAN TOUR ‘73  
(15 MINS)
DIRECTOR: ROSS MUNRO

European Tour ’73 is a 15-minute 
documentary film utilizing archival 
Super 8mm film footage and original 
animation about a son’s contemporary 
reflection as seen through the haze of 
memory and nostalgia looking back at 
a long ago family trip to Europe in the 
summer of 1973. Equal parts humor-
ous family travelogue, part documen-

tary parody, part military history lesson, the film eventually 
builds towards the revelation of the trip’s true purpose: that 
of a father fulfilling his dream of reconnecting his 5 small 
children to the steps of his own father when he fought for 
the Canadian military in WW2 through a trip to Europe in 
1973.

TIC TOC (21 MINS)
DIRECTOR: MARK WATERS

In the sixteen years that Felix has 
grown up he’s had to contend with the 

unpredictable and consuming nature of Tourette’s Disor-
der, all whilst navigating the usual tribulations of adoles-
cence. He wants to share his story and break the stigma.

A RADIANT SPHERE  
(9 MINS)

DIRECTOR: SARA WYLIE

The filmmaker enters the archive and discovers a long 
lost family member, the Canadian Communist poet 
and political prisoner, Joe Wallace. Her journey reveals 
his fascinating life and work, and some surprising 
things they share in common.

INHALE (9 MINS)

DIRECTOR: BRIAN CHAMBERS

Inhale is a documentary about 
the struggles of living with cystic 
fibrosis (CF). CF is the most com-

mon fatal genetic disease affecting Canadian children 
and young adults. Kaylee is one of those individuals. 
At present, there is no cure.

MAKING SAMANTHA  
(10 MINS)

DIRECTORS: T COOPER,  
ALLISON GLOCK-COOPER
“I Am Samantha”, by singer-song-
writer Benjamin Scheuer, was 
inspired by his friend Samantha 

Williams. Director T Cooper and Allison Glock-Cooper 
gathered 27 trans actors to make the music video and 
behind-the-scenes, to tell the story of the universal 
human journey to find identity, acceptance and love.

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Total runtime: 40 mins

Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to present this diverse selection of short films that document the humbling, 
gratifying and empowering process of the journey.
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STANDING UP: SHORTS BY INDIGENOUS FILMMAKERS

INVASION: THE 
UNIST’OT’EN’S FIGHT FOR 
SOVEREIGNTY (18 MINS)
DIRECTORS: SAM VINAL, MICHAEL 
TOLEDANO

In this era of “reconciliation with In-
digenous Nations,” native land is still 
being taken at gunpoint.

INVASION is a film from the frontlines 
about the Unist’ot’en Camp, Gidimt’en checkpoint and the 
larger Wet’suwet’en Nation standing up to the Canadian 
government and corporations who continue colonial vio-
lence against Indigenous people.

Come along on this cinematic journey to see the Unist’ot’en 
Camp, a beacon of resistance for the last decade. It is a 
healing space for Indigenous people and settlers alike, and 
an active example of decolonization. The violence, environ-
mental destruction, and disregard for human rights follow-
ing TC Energy (formerly TransCanada) / Coastal GasLink’s 
interim injunction has been devastating to bear, but this 
fight is far from over.

HEALING THE NATION 
(44 MINS)
DIRECTORS: JACK MAJOR, 
ERNEST W. MATTON (ELDER 

LITTLE BROWN BEAR, ATHEHSA NIOHKWÁ:RITA:A)
In 2012, Elder Little Brown Bear (Ernest W. Matton, 
Athehsa Niohkwá:rita:a) reopened the Toronto Day 
Withdrawal Program, rebranding it as The Aboriginal 
Healing Program, eliminating any intake process, and 
granting it a safe space for First Nation, Métis and 
Inuit persons to come and heal. ‘Healing The Nation’ 
follows members of the program as they reconnect 
with their culture, explore current and past unresolved 
issues, and their participation in helping a local Toron-
to hospital on their journey to truth and reconciliation.

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Total runtime: 62 mins

Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to present Standing Up: Shorts by Indigenous Filmmakers, a shorts program 
featuring two films from some of the country’s most exciting Indigenous filmmakers.

MARGARET & IAN LIGHTSTONE 

Proud Supporters of 

Lunenburg Doc Fest
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DOING IT MY WAY: SHORTS PROGRAM

MADAME DISHRAGS  
(3 MINS)
DIRECTOR: CARMEN POLLARD

A portrait of The Dishrags—Western 
Canada’s first all-girl punk band.

THE FLOW EFFECT  
(11 MINS)
DIRECTOR: LACHLAN HENRY

Diving down into the vast beauty of the ocean, young Free-
diver, Olivia Rose reveals the magic and tranquility of the 
underwater world, and her amazing capacity to reach seem-
ingly unreachable depths - an ability that lies within all of us.

THE LAWNMOWER MEN 
(11 MINS)
DIRECTOR: BRENDAN CLEAVES

Every year in a field in West Sussex, the worlds most extreme 
endurance motorsport race takes place, on Lawnmowers.

I’M NOT BAD LUCK: THE 
TRUE STORY OF KESZ 
VALDEZ (20 MINS)

DIRECTORS: MARCOS NEGRAO, JOHANNA SCHNELL
Against all the odds, a 5-year-old homeless boy goes on a 
mission to improve the lives of fellow street kids.

SONYA SLIDEZ (9 MINS)
DIRECTOR: ABBEY SPACIL

This short documentary profiles Time 
Attack racer Sonya Klaus, a young 
nurse with a need for speed, as she 

competes in the final round of the 2019 Nissan Challenge.

MY FATHER  
THE MOVER (12 MINS)
DIRECTOR: JULIA JANSCH

Alatha’s father calls himself a 
Mover. Using African dance 
moves, he helps kids in 
Khayelitsha township to tran-
scend their hardship (drugs, 
poverty and abuse) and “find 
their superpowers.” The Mover 
is also a single father. And 
while he has helped many 
kids, he still has difficulty get-

ting his own daughter to find her own powers. But in a 
tender moment together, this is all about to change.

ON FALLING (13 MINS)
DIRECTOR: JOSEPHINE AN-
DERSON

In a meditation on the limits of 
the body and the mind, three 
young women (Andréane Lan-
thier Nadeau, Miranda Miller, 
Brittany Phelan) muse on their 
experiences as professional 
mountain bikers.

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Total runtime: 69 mins

Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to present the Doing It My Way shorts program.
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MAKING WAVES: ATLANTIC CANADA SHORTS

WHAT IF I CHOKE? (2 MINS)
DIRECTOR: CARTER THURBER

A fear every single-person should 
have. Made during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine, 
this darkly-comedic animated train-of-thought captures the 
fears of choking while alone in isolation.

THE MAD SCIENTIST OF 
HUBBARDS (8 MINS)
DIRECTORS: LUCY HARNISH, FE-
LESHIA CHANDLER

Allan Carver wants to keep the small seaside community 
of Hubbards a little weird with his out of the box marketing 
creations.

ART IS MY LIFE (15 MINS)
DIRECTORS: TEAM POSSIBLE, 
ADAM BAULD, WILL BREWER

Team Possible is a group of artists 
with Down Syndrome that meet 
every Saturday to create together. 

Through their own voices, Team created a 15-minute ani-
mated documentary film on the history of Down Syndrome, 
on how art impacts their lives and what it means to be a 
part of a creative community.

RIFT (12 MINS)
DIRECTOR: JUSTIN BROWN

One woman, from Shag Har-
bour, Nova Scotia, reconciles 

with being abducted by aliens, just down the road 
from the world’s only documented UFO crash in 1967. 
Two sisters from town claim the same tale.

THE STORY OF THE I’M ALONE (7 MINS)
DIRECTOR: ALLISON WOLVERS

‘The Story of the I’m Alone’ 
is an animated short created 
on Prince Edward Island. The 
short retells the story of the I’m 
Alone, a Canadian schooner 
built in Lunenburg, Nova Sco-

tia, in the 1920s and used in the elicit trade of contra-
band (rum-running) during Prohibition. The animated 
short plays to the song ‘The Story of the I’m Alone’ by 
iconic Canadian folksinger Wade Hemsworth, who 
created some of the most classic Canadian folk songs 
such as ‘The Blackfly Song’ and ‘The Log Driver’s 
Waltz.’

AVAILABLE TO VIEWERS IN CANADA & USA
Total runtime: 35 mins

Lunenburg Doc Fest is thrilled to present Making Waves: Atlantic Canada Shorts, a collection of unforgetta-
ble short films from some of Atlantic Canada’s most exciting established and emerging filmmakers.

The Making Waves lineup is:
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FILMMAKER Q&A MODERATORS

ANGELA ANTLE
Moderator for MARGARET ATWOOD:  
A WORD AFTER A WORD AFTER A WORD IS POWER

Angela Antle is the chair of the St. John’s 
International Women’s Film Festival. She 
writes and produces CBC Radio and TV 
documentaries. Her Atlantic Voicedocs 
have been recognized by Gabriel, Gracie 
Allen and Atlantic Journalism Awards. 
Antle directed the CBC-TV documenta-
ry Gander’s Ripple Effect: How a Small 
Town’s Kindness Opened on Broadway 

and she wrote the feature-length documentary Atlantic: 
What Lies Beneath which won awards at the Dublin, Chagrin, 
Nickel and Wexford Film Festivals and screened worldwide; 
including at the Berlin Film Festival. 

RIC ESTHER BIENSTOCK
Moderator for MADE IN AUSCHWITZ:  
THE UNTOLD STORY OF BLOCK 10

Ric Esther Bienstock is an Emmy 
award-winning filmmaker best known for 
her groundbreaking investigative doc-
umentaries.  In 2015 she was awarded 
the Gordon Sinclair Award for Broadcast 
Journalism.  Her films, including “Tales 
From the Organ Trade”, “Sex Slaves“, 
“Ebola: Inside an Outbreak” (“Plague 
Fighters”), “Boxing: In and Out of the 

Ring”, “Penn & Teller’s Magic and Mystery Tour” and “Ms. 
Conceptions”, have garnered dozens of prestigious awards 
including an Emmy Award for Outstanding Investigative 
Journalism, 2 Edward R. Murrow Awards, multiple Canadian 
Screen Awards and 2 Amnesty International Awards.

IAN LIGHTSTONE
Chair, Lunenburg Doc Fest
Moderator for SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE

Prior to becoming Chair of ArtsandTV.
company Inc., a digital media technology 
company, Ian was a director and found-
ing principal of Thompson Lightstone & 
Company, one of North America’s largest 
market research firms. Ian has served as 
Chair or Board Member of many organi-
zations, including the Bridgepoint Health 
Foundation, Opera Canada magazine 

and the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario. He is a past 
President of the Professional Marketing Research Society and 
the Canadian Association of Marketing Research Organiza-
tions. Ian also currently serves on the Board of Directors of 
Gore Mutual Insurance Company and the Ombudsman for 
Banking Services and Investments (OBSI). He is a graduate 
of the University of Toronto (MBA), and McGill University 
(BA), and a Fellow of The Dobson Centre for Entrepreneurial 
Studies at McGill University, and a Fellow of the Marketing 
Research and Intelligence Association of Canada.

JOHN WALKER
Moderator for THE LAST ICE

John Walker is one of Canada’s most pro-
lific documentary filmmakers. He has won 
acclaim for his films with over sixty Cana-
dian and international nominations and 
awards for his writing, directing, produc-
ing and cinematography. His passionate 
commitment to the documentary form led 
him to co-found the Documentary Organi-
zation of Canada and act as a mentor to 

numerous emerging filmmakers across the country. In 2018, 
he was honoured with a Hot Docs Focus On Retrospective and 
a Canadian Society of Cinematographers Masters Award for 
Outstanding Contribution to the Art of Cinematography. 

Select Filmmaker Q&As will feature guest moderators. 

Thank you to the following moderators.
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FEATURE DOCUMENTARY AWARD 
All feature documentaries screening during Lunenburg Doc Fest are in competition  

for the $1000 Feature Documentary Award.

SHORT FILM AWARD 
All short films screening during the 7th-annual Lunenburg Doc Fest are in competition  

for the Short Film Award.

ATLANTIC FILMMAKER AWARD
The Atlantic Filmmaker Award goes to a film with a strong Atlantic filmmaker connection.  

The selected filmmaker wins a 1-year membership to the Documentary Organization of Canada (DOC) and 
a goods and services package from William F. White!  

IN MEMORIAM

ALEX PEELER
1992 – 2020

Lunenburg Doc Fest joins our community in mourning the loss of Alex Peeler,  
a beacon of positivity, kindness and courage who we lost this year at the age of 27.

Among Alex’s many contributions to the arts and arts organizations, he served as Lunenburg  
Doc Fest’s Marketing Coordinator in 2016. He was the youngest member of the provincial  

advisory board on accessibility when it was founded in 2018. He was also the chairperson for the  
Nova Scotia League for Equal Opportunities and sat on the Council of Canadians with Diabetes. 

Alex founded his own production company called Squeaky Wheel Productions and gained  
a following on YouTube for his candid and humorous video blogs. A short film about he  

created about his efforts to make his community more accessible premiered at the  
FIN Atlantic International Film Festival in 2019.

Lunenburg Doc Fest sends our warmest thoughts and deepest condolences to the Peeler family.
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AWARDS JURY

ANNELI EKBORN

Anneli Ekborn, is a multiple award-win-
ning and Genie-nominated producer 
with 4 features and 20+ short films under 
her belt. Awards include the Toronto 
International Film Festival, Sundance Film 
Festival and Hot Docs. All of Anneliʼs films 

have been screened worldwide including Berlin, Cannes, 
New York, Japan, Palm Springs and at TIFF and The Ameri-
can Film Institute.  Sales to Netflix and CBC. Anneli carries a 
BFA in Film from Simon Fraser University and is an alumna of 
The Canadian Film Centre and the National Screen Instituteʼs 
Features First Program.  In addition to her producing work 
Anneli has contributed to TIFF’s Special Delivery program, 
TIFF’s Next Wave. Anneli is currently in development on 2 
feature films and a television series via her company - BLUE 
COUCH PRODUCTIONS

ARIELLA PAHLKE

Ariella Pahlke is an award-winning doc-
umentary filmmaker, media artist, cura-
tor, and educator living in Terence Bay, 
Nova Scotia. For the past 25 years, she’s 
directed, written and produced feature 

documentaries, shorts, installations, and media projects 
that have screened around the world. With a background 
in philosophy, Ariella is a keen observer who is not afraid to 
ask tough questions. She has extensive experience facilitat-
ing collaborative projects, and participatory process is at the 
heart of her documentary approach. Her most recent proj-
ect, Conviction, is a feature-length collaboration with women 
in prison and advocates, created together with filmmakers 
Nance Ackerman and Teresa MacInnes. 

HARRY MAVROMICHALIS
Director / Producer
Harry’s directing and producing credits 
include “Olympia”; the award-winning, 
critically-acclaimed feature documenta-
ry on Academy Award-winning actress 

Olympia Dukakis and “Yankee Restraint”: a character driven 
piece that examines the intricacies of a gay relationship 
spanning decades and tackles issues of love and resent-
ment. Harry has dual citizenship from the United States and 
Cyprus.  After working professionally as a modern dancer 
and choreographer he went back to school to receive his 
Masters in Film Directing from New York University. Harry 
curated the inaugural LGBTQ Film Festival and was a key 
organizer of the historic first-ever Pride Parade in Cyprus 
which attracted over 4,000 attendees.

Thank you to the following esteemed jury members for their time and consideration  
in viewing and selecting the 2019 award winners.

INA FICHMAN 

For more than twenty-five years, Ina Fich-
man  has been producing award-winning 
documentary and fiction films as well 
as digital projects. Many of her creative 
documentaries have been released in 

theatres in Canada and abroad and have played at 
festivals including Sundance, Berlin, Tribeca, Hot Docs, 
TIFF and others. Award-winning productions include 
Amer Shomali’s THE WANTED 18,  MONSOON (Can-
ada’s Top 10) and VITA ACTIVA: THE SPIRIT OF HAN-
NAH ARENDT. Recent productions include STRAY, THE 
OSLO DIARIES, INSIDE LEHMAN BROTHERS, GIFT 
and LAILA AT THE BRIDGE. Ina is a member of the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

JAN MILLER 

Jan Miller draws from more than 25 
years of working in the international 
market place as a consultant, con-
nector, and trainer. She is director of 

TransAtlantic Partners, a one-of-a-kind international 
training program that focuses on transatlantic feature 
film and drama series co-production with Europe, 
Canada, and the U.S.A. She also continues to present 
one of the world’s top Pitching & Content Develop-
ment Workshops. In Canada, her unique brand of 
training has been presented across Canada from TIFF 
and the Academy to Yellowknife and Newfoundland 
for major festivals and film coops. Globally her work-
shops have been featured at Berlin’s Talent Campus, 
Cuba’s Escuela Internacional de Cine y TV, Poland’s 
ScriptEast, Cannes, China and Iran. In great demand, 
Jan’s workshops have also crossed sectors into the 
music industry, where for almost a decade, she has 
been offering, through the East Coast Music Associ-
ation, Export Ready training for musicians ready to 
present their work to the screen industry and to travel 
internationally.

MAUREEN JUDGE 

Maureen Judge is a Toronto filmmak-
er whose most recent film, 17 And 
Life Doesn’t Wait, is a candid view of 
life through the eyes of three teen 
girls. Her previous work includes: My 

Millennial Life, winner of the 2017 Canadian Screen 
Award for Best Documentary Program; Living Dolls, 
winner of a New York Festivals Gold Medal and Best 
POV doc at Yorkton Film Festival; Genie Award-win-
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ning Unveiled: The Mother Daughter Relationship; and 
FLicKeR, winner of the Hot Docs Special Jury Feature 
Documentary Prize. Maureen has an M.A. in Cinema 
Studies - NYU Tisch School of the Arts and is an adjunct 
professor at Sheridan College.

SIMON TAUFIQUE

Simon TaufiQue is an Emmy-nomi-
nated producer, composer, educator, 
and sometime festival programmer. 
Simon entered the film world by a 

chance when meeting filmmaker M. Night Shyamalan 
as a fellow NYU undergraduate. He later worked on 
projects with the likes of Julia Roberts, Daniel Radcliffe, 
Julian Casablancas, and Mary Harron. Recent films and 
documentaries include: The Weight of Gold (HBO), 
The Interpreters, (Emmy 2020 nominee), Into Her Own: 
Ursula von Rydingsvard (Icarus), The New Yorker Presents 
(Sundance ‘17), She’s Lost Control (Winner - Berlinale 
‘14, SXSW ‘14, Independent Spirit Awards ‘15), Imperium 
(Lionsgate/Universal), and Jesus Henry Christ (eOne). 
Simon also teaches Film & TV Producing at the New York 
University and recently created the  Producing certificate 
program. He has been profiled in Medium, NBC News, 

AWARDS JURY CONTINUED

ASCAP,  mentioned in Rolling Stone, Deadline, Variety, 
Hollywood Reporter, Spin and IndieWire. Simon is a 
member of the Producers Guild, board member of 
HRTS (NY), has served on the jury at Bermuda Interna-
tional Film Festival, Tribeca Film Festival’s Programming 
Committee.

YUQI KANG  
(https://www.yuqikang.com/) 
Yuqi Kang is an award-winning doc-
umentary film director and producer. 
She earned a film MFA at the School 

of Visual Arts, NYC, winning the Paula Rhodes Memo-
rial Award. Her first feature, A Little Wisdom (2017), 
won Best Canadian Feature at the Hot Docs Canadian 
International Documentary Festival, the Grand Jury 
Award at DOC NYC, Best Camera at Golden Tree Film 
Festival and Best Feature Film at the Nepal Internation-
al Film Festival. She was selected for the TIFF Film-
maker Lab with her fiction project and named one of 
the five breakthrough directors by the Director Guild 
of Canada in 2018. In 2019, she was named in the 
“40 under 40”by DOC NYC. She is also an alumnus of 
the Tribeca Film Institute, Hot Docs Industry as well as 
RIDM Talents.

AUDIENCE AWARD
Have your say!

All feature documentaries screening during the 7th-annual Lunenburg Doc Fest  
are eligible for the $1000 AUDIENCE AWARD as chosen by the festival audience.  

The Audience Award is especially meaningful because it is chosen by you!

Rate each film individually by filling out the audience award ballot under the video player after 
you’ve watched the film. Five is the highest score!
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THE DOCK MARKET

INDUSTRY SCHEDULE FOR FILMMAKERS 

* ALL SESSIONS WILL TAKE PLACE ONLINE *

THURSDAY, SEPT 24, 2020

11:00am - 11:45am On Deck with Sunny Side of the 
Doc

12:15pm - 1:00pm On Deck with Corus Entertainment

FRIDAY, SEPT 25, 2020

9:00am - 11:30am Hot Docs Doc Ignite:   
Doc Distribution 101

12:00pm - 1:00pm International Distribution Panel

1:30pm - 2:30pm Festival Strategy Panel
2:45pm - 3:30pm Financing 101 with RBC 
4:00pm - 4:45pm On Deck with Telefilm Canada: 

International Discoverability

5:00pm - 5:45pm On Deck with CBC Television and 
documentary channel

SATURDAY, SEPT 26, 2020

10:00am - 10:45am On Deck with Bell Media
11:00am - 11:45am On Deck with Filmoption  

International

1:00pm - 3:00pm The Dock Market 1-to-1s
  Bell Media, Blue Ice Docs Inc., 

Canada Media Fund, Corus Enter-
tainment,  Filmoption International, 
KinoSmith Inc., RBC, Syndicado 

3:30pm - 6:00pm Hot Docs Doc Ignite: Strategies For 
Building A Sustainable Career

SUNDAY, SEPT 27, 2020

10:00am - 12:00pm The Dock Market 1-to-1s

  Bell Media, Documentary Channel, 
CBC Docs, Telefilm Canada

12:30pm - 4:30pm The Dock Market 1-to-1s
  CBC Atlantic, NFB Atlantic |  

Quebec, The Film Collaborative

Thank you to the following funders for supporting Lunenburg Doc Fest’s The Dock Market. 
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THE DOCK MARKET

DECISION MAKERS 
Many thanks to the esteemed Decision Makers taking part in The Dock Market.  During the 7th Lunenburg 
Doc Fest industry decision-makers will take 1-to-1 meetings with filmmakers, present professional develop-

ment workshops, and share expert advice on panels and round tables.

TINA APOSTOLOPOULOS
Production Executive, Factual and Reality
Bell Media

Tina Apostolopoulos is a Production Executive, Factual and Reality on Bell Media’s Original Program-
ming team. In this role, Tina works with Canadian production companies and filmmakers on the de-

velopment and production of various original unscripted series and documentaries for Bell Media’s family of channels 
and platforms including CTV, Crave and CTV Life. Currently, Tina is production executive on CTV’s hit series Master-
Chef Canada, Mary’s Kitchen Crush and upcoming Mike Holmes series for CTV. She is also an executive on a variety 
of award-winning and critically-acclaimed feature documentary programming for Crave including The New Corpora-
tion: The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel, Once Were Brothers: Robbie Robertson and The Band, Anthropocene: The 
Human Epoch, Sharkwater Extinction, as well as Crave's upcoming doc series We’re All Gonna Die! (working title). Prior 
to joining Bell Media, Tina was an independent director/producer for a number of award-winning, high profile and 
highly-rated reality and factual entertainment series such as Canadian Idol (CTV), So You Think You Can Dance (CTV), 
and Project Runway Canada (GLOBAL).

MATHIEU BÉJOT
Director of Strategy and Development
Sunny Side of the Doc

Mathieu Béjot is an international media executive, founder and CEO of Connoisseur Media, a con-
sulting company. He has been Director of Strategy and Development at Sunny Side of the Doc since 

January 2020. He was Executive Director of TV France International, the association of French TV program exporters, 
from 2000 to 2018. He was previously cultural attaché in charge of creative industries at the French Embassy in Japan 
(1997-2000), Hong Kong (in charge of SE Asia, 1994-1997) and Canada (1988-1993).

JULIAN CARRINGTON
Distribution Manager
Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival

Julian Carrington is an industry programmer with the Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary 
Festival. He oversees Distribution Rendezvous, a curated one-on-one pitch series that pairs industry 

decision-makers with producers seeking distribution, and the Doc Shop, Hot Docs' online documentary marketplace. 
Prior to joining Hot Docs, Julian managed the Documentary Organization of Canada's Festival Concierge service. In 
that capacity, he supported independent filmmakers in developing distribution and audience-engagement strategies, 
and promoted Canadian documentaries at festivals around the world. Julian also serves as a film programmer for To-
ronto's Planet in Focus Environmental Film Festival, and previously served as an associate programmer at the Toronto 
International Film Festival.

SEAN FARNEL
Consulting Producer, Marketing and Distribution
Festival Concierge Consultant, DOC

Sean Farnel provides creative, marketing and distribution ser-
vices to documentary producers, companies and institutions. He was the first Director of Programming 

for Hot Docs, which tripled its audience during his six-year tenure. Prior to joining Hot Docs, Sean created the popular 
national screening series Doc Soup and founded the documentary programme at the Toronto International Film Fes-
tival. As well, he developed and launched tiff's initial strategic plan for Learning programmes. Sean has done research 
and strategic consulting for the National Film Board of Canada, Telefilm Canada, FilmFreeway, the Documentary Or-
ganization of Canada, and other media companies in the private and public sectors. Along with writing for numerous 
publications, Sean has served as a mentor, facilitator, panelist and juror at hundreds of film events. 
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ROHAN FERNANDO
Producer, Atlantic Centre
National Film Board (NFB)
Rohan began his filmmaking career as an award-winning writer and director 
on numerous feature dramatic and documentary films. He officially became 

a Producer at the Atlantic/Quebec studio in 2018, where his first producorial effort, The Song & the Sorrow, opened 
the 2018 Rendez-vouz With Madness Festival and went on to win numerous national and international awards. Rohan is 
currently in development on new projects with an array of exciting East coast talent.

MARIE-CLAUDE GIROUX
Advisor – Event Planning and Programming
Telefilm Canada
After studying history and cinema, Marie-Claude Giroux worked in several national and international 
festivals, both in programming and promotion. She joined the ranks of Telefilm Canada in 2009 as an 

officer for the delivery of national and international business development initiatives. Whether as a proj-
ect leader in international promotion or as an advisor, planning and programming of events, Marie-Claude has more 
than 15 years of experience in the promotion and development of the Quebec and Canadian audiovisual industry.

BRYAN GLICK
Oration Films/Alameda Entertainment
Bryan Glick is just your typical non-binary gay agnostic Jew. They is a film sales and collaborative dis-
tributor focusing on prestige films for underserved communities via their company GQue Films. They 
are also leading documentary acquisitions for the newly re-launched Alameda Entertainment. Their 

current lineup includes award winning films from this year's Rotterdam ("Drama Girl"), Tribeca ("The Last Out") and Hot 
Docs Film Festivals ("Keyboard Fantasies: The Beverly Glenn-Copeland Story"). Previously they spent 5 1/2 years as The 
Director of Acquisitions and Theatrical Releasing for The Film Collaborative where they  grew their theatrical slate from 
2 films a year to 15. They have spoken about creative approaches to distribution at festivals/markets around the world 
such as  Sundance, SXSW, Outfest, Hot Docs, Bogota Audiovisual Market, and Doc Edge NZ. 

LYNNETTE  GRYSEELS
The Film Collaborative 
Director of Fiscal Sponsorship and Development

Lynnette Gryseels is the Director of Development and Fiscal Sponsorship at The Film Collaborative. 
She is passionate about film and helping filmmakers tell thought-provoking stories that entertain, 

stimulate social change, and support their filmmaking aspirations. Lynnette holds a BA in Film Studies, a BA in Media 
Studies and a BA in Business Marketing from the University of Western Ontario in London, ON. She has a long history 
of working with notable film organizations such starting with Hot Docs International Documentary Festival, Toronto 
International Film Festival, WIFT-Toronto in Canada then on to Film Arts Foundation in San Francisco, then on to Los 
Angeles at the American Film Institute and Sundance Film Festival. Lynnette assists filmmakers in learning their craft 
through educational program design and project development support. At The Film Collaborative, she created and 
runs the Fiscal Sponsorship Program, now in its 9th year. She regularly advises filmmakers on fundraising strategies and 
sources, audience development, and film distribution strategies during the development and production process of 
filmmaking. Lynnette also leads the fundraising and development activities at the Film Collaborative.

THE DOCK MARKET

DECISION MAKERS CONTINUED
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MELANIE HARTLEY
Advisor, Business Development & Partnerships
Telefilm Canada, Montreal
Melanie Hartley has held several positions at Telefilm Canada since she was hired in 2002, including 
Deputy Director of the Quebec Feature Film unit, Regional Director of English-language production, 

Regional Director of Business development and Project Manager of National Promotions in Quebec. She is currently 
an Advisor, Business Development & Partnerships in the International Promotions team. Before joining Telefilm, she 
worked in distribution for over seven years touching on many aspects of this field including among others, develop-
ment of marketing strategies, press relations, communications as well as international and TV sales.

ANDREW JOHNSON
Executive in Charge of Production, Original Content, Factual
Corus Entertainment

Andrew Johnson helps develop and commission factual and documentary programming for Corus 
channels HISTORY and Global. He has overseen current and recent programs like Rust Valley Restor-

ers, History Erased, 100 Days to Victory, Border Security, Hunting Nazi Treasure, Yukon Gold, Real Vikings, War Story and 
Ice Pilots. Previously, he was Commissioning Editor of the CBC Newsworld doc series The Lens and Rough Cuts and 
Senior Producer of The Passionate Eye.  He began his career in independent production and has won numerous prizes 
as a Producer and Director, including a Peabody Award and several Geminis, and an International Emmy nomination. 

SIMON KILMURRY
Executive Director
International Documentary Association

Simon Kilmurry is the executive director of the International 
Documentary Association (IDA). He oversees all IDA programs 

and operations, including filmmaker services, funding, educational programs, the IDA Awards, IDA’s Getting Real 
conference, and advocacy for the field. In 2017 he launched IDA’s Enterprise Documentary Fund, a $1 million annual 
fund supporting documentary journalism. He serves on the board of jurors of the George Foster Peabody Awards and 
is a member of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, the Producers Guild of America, and the National 
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Prior to IDA he was the executive producer of POV, the PBS showcase of 
independent documentaries where he received one Prime Time Emmy, three Prime Time Emmy nominations, 17 News 
& Documentary Emmy Awards, more than 60 News & Documentary Emmy nominations, and six Peabody Awards.

SANDRA KLEINFELD
Senior Director of Documentary for CBC Television and  
documentary channel, CBC

As Senior Director of Documentary for CBC Television and documentary Channel, Sandra is respon-
sible for CBC Docs available on television and on CBC GEM. Her career as a broadcast executive en-
compasses three conventional, three analog and two digital specialty channels. Sandra was Director 

of Development for CBC’s Unscripted Content where she was responsible for finding new formats, overseeing devel-
opment and production of formats, original factual entertainment series, and documentaries.  She helped establish 
a new programming presence in prime time, supervising the Canadian iterations of several international formats: the 
award-winning and long-running Dragons’ Den, The Week the Women Went, and Test the Nation,  development of the 
first English language version of Still Standing and Village on a Diet, the first North American iteration of Keeping The 
Nation Alive, development and production of Hello Goodbye.
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SANDRA KUZE
Business Analyst, CMF Program Administrator 
Telefilm Canada
Sandra Kuze has been with Telefilm Canada since 1990, having held various positions within the orga-
nization with the Feature Film, Digital Media and National Policy & Procedures teams, and for the past 

10 years has been in the role of Business Analyst with the Canada Media Fund (CMF) Program Administrator team.

NAN MACDONALD
Senior Commercial Relationship Manager, Media & Entertainment,  
Commercial Financial Services
Royal Bank of Canada

A longtime supporter of the Arts, Nan has a passion for the Film & TV Industry in 
Canada and enjoys collaborating with producers providing them financial advice and support and 
the bridge financing their projects require to bring their stories to many audiences in Canada and 
beyond. With 15+ years’ experience as a member RBC's Commercial Media & Entertainment team 
Nan understands the challenges that all businesses face with regards to cash flow, and the unique challenges faced by 
the media industry.  Nan has a deep understanding of the industry, the film incentives including tax credits and produc-
tion financing.  As an RBC Media & Entertainment specialist Nan is able to support our clients further through our ex-
tensive network of industry service providers including entertainment lawyers, accountants, consultants and financiers. 
A Graduate of St. Francis Xavier University in Geology and an MBA from Saint Mary’s University Nan brings her diversity 
of work experiences in the sciences; not-for Profit organizations, and banking to her role at RBC.

STEPHANIE MCARTHUR
Senior Industry Programs Manager
Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival

Stephanie McArthur is an eleven-year veteran of industry programming at Hot Docs Canadian Inter-
national Documentary Festival, North America’s largest documentary festival and market. In her role 

as Senior Industry Programs Manager Stephanie oversees Hot Docs’ Emerging Filmmaker program Doc Accelerator, 
and manages Hot Docs’ International Delegation and Alumni programs. Stephanie has been instrumental in the de-
velopment and launch of several key Hot Docs programs including the Hot Docs Blue Ice Group Documentary Fund 
for filmmakers living and working on the continent of Africa, and most recently the Canadian Storytellers Project which 
is supported by Netflix. Since 2015 Stephanie has been traveling throughout Canada leading Doc Ignite workshops 
which offer filmmakers insights into marketing and distribution, market readiness, pitch preparation and festival strate-
gies. She regularly travels to international festival and events scouting for projects and talent. 

LORI MCCURDY
Feature Film Executive, Atlantic Region
Telefilm Canada
Lori is on Telefilm’s Project Financing team which is responsible for decisions on feature films at the 
national and regional levels.  Her mandate is to develop and support feature film talent (producers, 

writers and directors) in the Atlantic region, primarily through investment in an annual portfolio of projects with bud-
gets less than $2.5 million. She is also the primary contact for all Atlantic feature film clients and helps them navigate 
Telefilm and its programs.  Lori has worked in a variety of positions at Telefilm including Director, Performance and 
Quality Management; Business Affairs Lead Analyst; National Officer, Industry Development; Director, Business Unit 
Director (TV, FF and NM) and Senior Investment Analyst.  Before Telefilm, she worked at Charles Bishop Productions, 
Dalhousie Legal Aid Services and Bedford Institute of Oceanography. She has a law degree from Dalhousie’s Schulich 
School of Law, a B.A English (Film and Communications) from McGill and a B.Sc. from Dalhousie.
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SELIN MURAT
Director of Forum Programming / Film Programmer
Montreal International Documentary Festival (RIDM)
The Montreal International Documentary Festival (RIDM) is one of 
North America’s leading documentary film festivals. Each year, the 

RIDM presents more than 100 Canadian and international documentaries. Its in-
dustry event, Forum RIDM, is Quebec’s only documentary forum. Selin is the Forum 
RIDM's director of programming and programs films for the festival.

ANDREW NOBLE
Vice-President, Distribution
Filmoption International

A producer and distributor working as Vice-President of Distribution 
at Filmoption International where he is responsible for development, 

production, acquisition and distribution. He has released hundreds of films from 
Oscar winning features to acclaimed documentaries at various distributors including 
Alliance, Behavior and Film Tonic. He has also produced several features. He is President of the Quebec independent 
distribution Association and has been a member several Boards of Directors in the cultural and educational sectors.

DANIELLE PEARSON
Production Executive
Bell Media

In her role as Production Executive Danielle Pearson has had the privilege of working with some of 
Canada’s top Producers, Directors, Crews and Casts creating competition reality series (The Amazing 

Race Canada, Canada’s Drag Race), lifestyle programs (DNA Dinners) and documentaries (You Are Here: A Come From 
Away Story, On The Line, The Bailey Experience).  Despite collaborating on some of the most-watched and awarded 
series, Pearson still refers to the ‘remote’ as a ‘channel changer’.

MICHAEL POLAK
MMIE | Commercial Account Manager, Media & Entertainment | Commercial Finan-
cial Services 
Royal Bank of Canada

Michael is somewhat of a unicorn in the finance industry as there are not many 
mixed race Mohawk bankers in the world. Michael also goes by his Mohawk name Ken:Niwahkwahri-
ta’a (Little Dipper). Michael has the pleasure of being the newly appointed Media & Entertainment 
Portfolio Manager at RBC for Atlantic Canada and is mentored by an industry guru in Nan Macdonald.  He has always 
been interested in the arts and creative industries. Outside of his finance background and 8 year tenure at RBC, he has 
worked on a variety of projects in the startup space. With a Masters in Management & Innovation and a certificate of 
disruptive technology he is seeking opportunities to transfer knowledge in ways that add value to society. Michael is 
fascinated by ideas and revels in taking the world we all know and turning it around so we can view it from a strange 
but strangely enlightening angle. He loves to solve problems and enjoys the challenge of analyzing the mechanics of 
systems. Michael hopes to continue his learning journey and be a problem solver for members of the Media & Enter-
tainment industry in Atlantic Canada.
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ORLY RAVID
Founder & Co-Executive Director
The Film Collaborative

Born in Israel, raised in Manhattan, and living in Los Angeles, Orly Ravid is the Founder and Co-Exec-
utive Director of The Film Collaborative (TFC), an entertainment attorney at MSK (Mitchell Silberberg 

& Knupp LLP), and the Director of the Biederman Entertainment & Media Law Institute at Southwestern 
Law School. Orly has over 20 years of experience in independent film as an acquisitions and business affairs executive, 
and her experience encompasses all aspects of distribution, domestic and international sales/licensing, development, 
production, grassroots marketing, and festival programming. Orly started doing and publicly speaking about VOD 
distribution and splitting rights in the early 2000s and Orly launched TFC’s Digital Distribution Guide which the orga-
nization still updates and offers for free today. Orly was a distribution executive at Senator Entertainment and Wolfe 
Releasing and served as a Programming Associate for documentaries at Sundance Film Festival and a programming 
consultant at Palm Springs International and the Middle East Film Festival. A regular panelist, educator, and blogger 
about digital distributing, splitting rights, and distribution in general at film festivals worldwide, Orly has also contrib-
uted to indieWIRE, Ted Hope’s blog “Truly Free Film,” TFC’s blog, and Sundance’s Artists Services for which she was an 
advisor. Orly co-authored the book series Selling Your Film Without Selling Your Soul and recently contributed to How 
Not to Sign a Film Contract, and is a passionate advocate for filmmakers. 

GREG RUBIDGE
Founder
Syndicado 

Rubidge has spent most of his career at the confluence of emerging digital platforms and entertain-
ment. After graduating with an MBA in Finance and spending two years in commercial banking he 

followed his passion and began working in the film and television industry, before co-founding a digital entertainment 
company - Hype! After selling the company to a US agency and went on to oversee product development for national 
mobility carrier. In 2004 he started working in the then nascent world of VOD as Director of New Platforms at Corus En-
tertainment, launching Treehouse, YTV Anime and The Documentary Channel on Demand. In 2009 he founded Syndi-
cado Inc., a North American film and television distribution company. The company has become one of the  top digital 
distributors of independent docs, arthouse features and factual TV series, with over 5000 hours of content launched 
globally on the top VOD platforms. In 2016 he co-founded the boutique world sales agency, Syndicado Film Sales, 
which now boasts a slate of docs that have been in Sundance, TIFF, Tribeca, Locarno, HotDocs and Karlovy Vary. In its 
11th year Syndicado has begun investing in, and developing projects at the pre-production stage.

ROBIN SMITH
President & Founder, KinoSmith Inc.
CEO, Blue Ice Docs Inc.

Responsible for the creation of KinoSmith Inc., an independent full 
service Canadian film distribution & marketing company that works with domestic and international 
producers, distributors and sales agents. Acquired a library of over 300 titles within the past 14 years.

Founder of Blue Ice Docs Inc., an independent full service Canadian film distribution & financing company that works 
with domestic and international producers, distributors and sales agents. Lead organization of start up and acquisition 
of a library of award-winning documentary titles for the North American marketplace. Responsible for providing full 
distribution services through all platforms for Blue Ice Docs films within Canada and in some cases, the USA. Services 
include navigating the film’s release in all media, preparation and execution of detailed marketing plans, revenue 
projections and budgets, media buys, design and creation of marketing materials, targeted domestic promotions and 
publicity / social network visibility.
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KATARINA SOUKUP
Producer, Catbird Productions (Montreal)
Katarina Soukup is a producer and the founder of Catbird Productions (Montreal). Her award-winning 
documentaries include: Lost Rivers (2012) which has screened at over 100 film festivals worldwide; the ac-
claimed web documentary Burgundy Jazz (2013), winner of a Digi Award, a Prix Boomerang, a Prix Numix, 
and nominated for the Canadian Screen Awards, the Prix Gémeaux, the Webby Awards, and the Rockie 

Awards at the Banff World Media Festival; Okpik’s Dream (2014), winner of the Grand Prix Rigoberta Menchu Award; A Time 
to Swim (2016), winner of the Best Canadian Feature Award at the Vancouver Asian Film Festival, Grand Cru (2017), Official 
Selection at Santa Barbara and Valladolid film festivals, and winner of two Best Feature Documentary awards at Most Interna-
tional Film Festival in Spain and the Kinookus Film Festival in Croatia; and Finding Sally (2020), Official Selection at Goteborg, 
Hot Docs and Durban film festivals. She is an alumna of EAVE+, an intensive training program for established international 
producers, served on the board of the Hot Docs Canadian International Film Festival for 3 years, and holds an MA in Media 
Studies from Concordia University (Montreal).

WILL STAPLEY
Head of Acquisitions
TVF International
Will heads up the Acquisition Team at TVF International, the world's leading and longest stand-
ing independent distributor of factual programming. With more than ten years experience in 
the industry he has acquired over 1,000 hours of content from producers across the world, and 

managed numerous financing and coproduction deals to help get projects off the ground. The TVF catalogue en-
compasses everything from factual entertainment and lifestyle series to exceptional one-off documentaries, repre-
senting some of the most innovative and creative producers from across the globe.

PATRICIA VOOGT
Business Analyst, CMF Program Administrator
Telefilm Canada
A graduate of the TV Broadcasting program at Algonquin College in Ottawa, Patricia Voogt (then Quesnel) 
worked for French-language broadcaster TFO in Toronto for six years before moving to Nova Scotia in 

2002 where she joined Telefilm Canada. Initially working in Feature Film, she joined the Canada Media Fund (CMF) Program 
Administrator team in 2015 and has since moved to Montreal where she is now a Business Analyst.

JEFFREY WINTER
Co-Executive Director
The Film Collaborative

Jeffrey Winter is co executive director at The Film Collaborative since 
2010, an LA-based independent film distribution company with specialities in human rights, social justice, 

environmental issues, and LGBT cinema. Highlight films during this time include Kirby Dick's THE INVISIBLE WAR, Louie 
Psihoyos' RACING EXTINCTION, Ondi Timoner's MAPPLETHORPE, David France's THE DEATH AND LIFE OF MARSHA P. 
JOHNSON, Nanfu Wang's HOOLIGAN SPARROW, Rita Coburn Whack and Bob Hercules' MAYA ANGELOU: AND STILL I 
RISE; Andrew Haigh's WEEKEND and many more. Other career highlights include five years managing strategic investments 
and U.S. sales/acquisitions for the largest media conglomerate in Spain (under the banners Maxmedia, Sogepaq, Sogetel, 
and Sogecine); several years handling grassroots marketing for L.A.’s two largest film festivals (the Los 
Angeles Film Festival and AFI FEST); a long tenure handling non-theatrical/festival/educational screenings 
for Wolfe Releasing (the world’s largest catalogue of LGBT films); and 11 years as a panel programmer/
programming consultant for the Sundance Film Festival's New Frontier.

STEWART YOUNG
Executive Producer, Arts and Cultural Programming
CBC Maritimes

Stewart Young is the Executive Producer of Arts and Cultural Programming for CBC Mar-
itimes. He is based in Halifax and works with independent producers to create original content for a range 

of regional and national programs including LAND AND SEA, SHORT FILM FACE OFF, REEL EAST COAST, and others. He 
commissions and acquires documentaries from this region for the Absolutely Canadian stream and for CBC GEM.
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Get our 
industry-specialized
advice working for you.

® / ™ Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. 30060 (08/2020)

Michael Polak & Nan MacDonald

Commercial Account Managers,
Media & Entertainment

Ph: 902-421-8853 | Cell: 902-209-6431

Visit rbcroyalbank.com/commercial

THE DOCK MARKET

1-TO-1 MEETINGS

For filmmakers seeking support, exposure and opportunities for their documentary projects, the The Dock 
Market offers a valuable opportunity to meet one-on-one with industry partners and decision-makers.

SEPTEMBER 26 & 27, 2020

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED
* ALL SESSIONS WILL TAKE PLACE ONLINE *

2020 DECISION MAKERS

•  Rohan Fernando, Producer, Atlantic Centre, NFB

•  Lynnette Gryseels, Director of Development and Fiscal Sponsorship, The Film Collaborative 
•  Andrew Johnson, Executive in Charge of Production | Original Content, Factual, Corus
•  Sandra Kleinfeld, Senior Director of Documentary for CBC Television and documentary Channel

•  Sandra Kuze, Business Analyst | CMF Program Administrator, Canada Media Fund 

•  Nan MacDonald, Senior Commercial Relationship Manager, Media & Entertainment, RBC
•  Lori McCurdy, Feature Film Executive, Atlantic Region, Telefilm Canada
•  Andrew Noble, Vice-President Distribution, Filmoption International
•  Danielle Pearson, Manager Original Production, Factual & Reality, Bell Media
•  Michael Polak, Commercial Account Manager, Media & Entertainment, Atlantic, RBC
•  Greg Rubidge, Founder, Syndicado
•  Robin Smith, Blue Ice Docs | KinoSmith Inc. 

•  Will Stapley, Head of Acquisitions, TVF International
•  Patricia Voogt, Business Analyst | CMF Program Administrator, CMF
•  Stewart Young, Executive Producer, Arts and Documentary Programming, CBC Atlantic

All industry sessions require applications or registrations.   
Filmmakers receive free-admission to industry sessions  
with the purchase of an All Access Pass.
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THE DOCK MARKET 

ON DECK WITH … ROUND TABLES 

SEPTEMBER 24 - 26, 2020

THURSDAY, SEPT 24

11:00 – 11:45am

On Deck with Sunny Side of the Doc

Join Mathieu Béjot, Director of 
Strategy and Development for 
an overview of industry opportu-
nities at Sunny Side of the Doc. 
Mathieu Béjot is an internation-

al media executive, founder and CEO of Connoisseur 
Media, a consulting company. He has been Director of 
Strategy and Development at Sunny Side of the Doc 
since January 2020. He was Executive Director of TV 
France International, the association of French TV pro-
gram exporters, from 2000 to 2018. He was previously 
cultural attaché in charge of creative industries at the 
French Embassy in Japan (1997-2000), Hong Kong (in 
charge of SE Asia, 1994-1997) and Canada (1988-1993).

12:15pm – 1:00pm

On Deck with Corus Entertainment

Andrew Johnson, Executive in 
Charge of Production, helps 
develop & commission factual & 

documentary programming for Corus channels HIS-
TORY and Global. He has overseen current & recent 
programs like Rust Valley Restorers, History Erased, 100 
Days to Victory, Border Security, Hunting Nazi Treasure, 
Yukon Gold, Real Vikings, War Story and Ice Pilots. Previ-
ously, he was Commissioning Editor of the CBC News-
world doc series The Lens and Rough Cuts and Senior 
Producer of The Passionate Eye.  He began his career in 
independent production and has won numerous prizes 
as a Producer and Director, including a Peabody Award 
and several Geminis, and an International Emmy nomi-
nation.

Learn first-hand from a casual panel discussion 
between industry decision-makers.  Get an 
overview of respective mandates, find out what 
they look for in documentary projects, how 

to pitch, and how to work with these industry 

stakeholders. 

FRIDAY, SEPT 25

2:45 – 3:30pm

Film Financing 101 • Royal Bank of Canada (RBC)

Review the core criteria of film and media financ-
ing specific to RBC. The objective is to provide a 
clear understanding of the way the bank views 
risk related to project based financing and how to 
mitigate those risks. The steps involved from early 

application, loan approval, to completion and delivery. How 
to deliver a complete financing package that ensures a deal 
can move through the application process as fast as possible.

4:00 – 4:45pm

On Deck with Telefilm Canada: International Dis-
coverability

Join Telefilm Canada’s Melanie Hartley, 
Advisor, Business Development & Partner-
ships, and Marie-Claude Girouz, Advisor, 

Event Planning and Programming, at this “On Deck with 
Telefilm Canada” round table to talk about having your doc-
umentary films discovered internationally. Learn more about 
how Telefilm Canada can support your projects with interna-
tional marketing programs, opportunities to have your film 
showcase at special screenings and international pavilions, 
and more.

5:00pm – 5:45pm

On Deck with CBC Television and documentary 
channel

Meet Senior Director of Documentary 
for CBC Television and documentary 
Channel, Sandra Kleinfeld. Sandra is 

responsible for CBC Docs available on television and on 
CBC GEM. Her career as a broadcast executive encompasses 
three conventional, three analog and two digital specialty 
channels. Sandra was Director of Development for CBC’s Un-
scripted Content where she was responsible for finding new 
formats, overseeing development and production of formats, 
original factual entertainment series, and documentaries.  
She helped establish a new programming presence in prime 
time, supervising the Canadian iterations of several interna-
tional formats: the award-winning and long-running Dragons’ 
Den, The Week the Women Went, and Test the Nation,  devel-
opment of the first English language version of Still Standing 
and Village on a Diet, the first North American iteration of 
Keeping The Nation Alive, development and production of 
Hello Goodbye.
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SATURDAY, SEPT 26

10:00am – 10:45am

On Deck with Bell Media

Tina Apostolopoulos is a Produc-
tion Executive, Factual and Reality 
on Bell Media’s Original Program-

ming team. In this role, Tina works with Canadian pro-
duction companies and filmmakers on the development 
and production of various original unscripted series and 
documentaries for Bell Media’s family of channels and 
platforms including CTV, Crave and CTV Life. Currently, 
Tina is production executive on CTV’s hit series Master-
Chef Canada, Mary’s Kitchen Crush and upcoming Mike 
Holmes series for CTV. She is also an executive on a 
variety of award-winning and critically-acclaimed feature 
documentary programming for Crave including The 
New Corporation: The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel, 
Once Were Brothers: Robbie Robertson and The Band, 
Anthropocene: The Human Epoch, Sharkwater Extinction, 
as well as Crave’s upcoming doc series We’re All Gon-
na Die! (working title). Prior to joining Bell Media, Tina 
was an independent director/producer for a number of 
award-winning, high profile and highly-rated reality and 
factual entertainment series such as Canadian Idol (CTV), 
So You Think You Can Dance (CTV), and Project Runway 
Canada (GLOBAL).

11:00am – 11:45am

On Deck with Filmoption International

Meet Andrew Noble, Vice-President 
Distribution, a producer and distributor 
working as Vice-President of Distribution 
at Filmoption International where he is 
responsible for development, produc-
tion, acquisition and distribution. He has 

released hundreds of films from Oscar winning features 
to acclaimed documentaries at various distributors 
including Alliance, Behavior and Film Tonic. He has also 
produced several features. He is President of the Quebec 
independent distribution Association and has been a 
member several Boards of Directors in the cultural and 
educational sectors.

THE DOCK MARKET 

ON DECK WITH … ROUND TABLES 
CONTINUED

PANELS

FRIDAY, SEPT 25

12:00pm – 1:00pm

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION PANEL

As filmmakers struggle to understand the new land-
scape, these experts weigh in on how distributors are 
approaching 2021.

Simon Kilmurry, Executive Director, International Docu-
mentary Association

Andrew Noble, Vice-President Distribution, Filmoption 
International

Orly Ravid, Founder & Co-Executive Director, The Film 
Collaborative

Will Stapley, Head of Acquisitions, TVF International
Moderator:  Sean Farnel, Consulting Producer, Market-
ing and Distribution

 

1:30pm – 2:30pm

FESTIVAL STRATEGY PANEL

How do documentary filmmakers form a festival strat-
egy in this ever-changing climate?  Join our expert 
panelists for a discussion about online festival strategy, 
finding the right path and festival fit, planning for a 
premiere, and more.

Sean Farnel, Festival Concierge Consultant, DOC

Bryan Glick, Oration Films/Alameda Entertainment
Selin Murat, Programmer, Montreal International Docu-
mentary Festival (RIDM)
Jeffrey Winter, Co-Executive Director, The Film Collab-
orative

Moderator:  Katarina Soukup, President | Producer, 
Catbird Productions
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HOT DOCS AT DOC FEST 

SEPTEMBER 25 & 26, 2020

DOC IGNITE
Up to 20 filmmakers are selected to take part in  
Hot Docs’ Doc Ignite workshops. 

STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING A  
SUSTAINABLE CAREER

with Stephanie McArthur,  
Senior Industry Programs Manager, Hot Docs

Saturday, Sept. 26 3:30-6:00PM
Documentary filmmaking is a métier; a career that one 
should in fact sustain a livelihood from. Evolving industry 
changes have made that more difficult. Core skill building, 
diversifying talents and strategic planning are at the heart 
of this workshop. Participating filmmakers do skill assess-
ments, identify areas of growth and self-prescribe action 
plans to move their professional goals forward.

STEPHANIE MCARTHUR
Senior Industry Programs Manager, Hot 
Docs

Stephanie McArthur is an eleven-year vet-
eran of industry programming at Hot Docs 
CanadianInternational Documentary Festival, 
North America’s largest documentary festival 

and market. In her role asSenior Industry Programs Manager, 
Stephanie oversees Hot Docs’ Emerging Filmmaker program 
Doc Accelerator, and manages Hot Docs’ International Dele-
gation and Alumni programs. Stephanie has been instrumen-
tal in the development and launch of several key Hot Docs 
programs including the Hot Docs Blue Ice Group Documen-
tary Fund for filmmakers living and working on the continent 
of Africa, and most recently the Canadian Storytellers Project, 
which is supported by Netflix. Since 2015 Stephanie has been 
traveling throughout Canada leading Doc Ignite workshops 
which offer filmmakers insights into marketing and distribu-
tion, market readiness, pitch preparation and festival strate-
gies. She regularly travels to international festival and events 
scouting for projects and talent. Stephanie curates the yearly 
programming strand Close Encounters of the Funding Kind 
and oversees the Emerging Producer Bursary Program for the 
World Congress of Science and Factual Producers (WCSFP), 
one of the world’s leading events for factual television pro-
ducers. Stephanie has been working in theatre and film for 
two decades. Notable festivals include: Sundance Film Festi-
val, Toronto International Film Festival, Toronto Fringe Festi-
val, Miami International Film Festival, and the Provincetown 
Film Festival. Previously she worked in Singapore as Associ-
ate Producer of the Asia Factual Forum (2007); was Head of 
Programming for the inaugural Doc Fest Stratford (2008); and 
served a four-year term on the Toronto Fringe Festival Best of 
the Fest Jury beginning in 2007.

DOC DISTRIBUTION 101

with Julian Carrington, Distribution Manager, Hot Docs

Friday, Sept. 25  9:00-11:30AM
The distribution workshop will equip filmmakers with 
the tools they require to develop distribution strategies 
for their projects, helping them to identify key audience 
segments, hone their marketing messaging, better 
understand the roles that festivals, sales agents, and dis-
tributors play in bringing films to the marketplace, and 
what to expect from each of these partnerships.

JULIAN CARRINGTON
Distribution Manager, Hot Docs

Julian Carrington is an industry programmer 
with the Hot Docs Canadian International 
Documentary Festival. He oversees Distri-
bution Rendezvous, a curated one-on-one 
pitch series that pairs industry decision-mak-

ers with producers seeking distribution, and the Doc Shop, 
Hot Docs’ online documentary marketplace. Prior to joining 
Hot Docs, Julian managed the Documentary Organization 
of Canada’s Festival Concierge service. In that capacity, he 
supported independent filmmakers in developing distribu-
tion and audience-engagement strategies, and promoted 
Canadian documentaries at festivals around the world. 
Julian also serves as a film programmer for Toronto’s Planet 
in Focus Environmental Film Festival, and previously served 
as an associate programmer at the Toronto International 
Film Festival.
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Thank you
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